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The Finnish Securities Markets are being harmonized to enable better, more reliable 
and timely settlement of securities. Omnibus accounts are a common practice in the 
European securities markets. Finland forbids the use of omnibus accounts from its 
domestic investors. There is a possibility that the omnibus account usage is allowed 
for Finnish investors in the future. This study aims to build a comprehensive image 
to Finnish investors and account operators in determining the costs and benefits 
that the omnibus account structure would have for them.  

 

This study uses qualitative research methods. A literature review provides the 
framework for this study. Different kinds of research articles, regulatory documents, 
studies performed by European organisations, and Finnish news reportages are 
used to analyse the costs and benefits of omnibus accounts. The viewpoint is strictly 
of account operators and investors, and different effects on them are contemplated. 

 

The results of the analysis show that there are a number of costs and benefits that 
investors and account operators must take into consideration regarding omnibus 
accounts. The costs are related to development of IT-systems so that participants 
are able to adapt to the new structure and operate according to its needs. Decrease 
in the holdings’ transparency is a disadvantage of the structure and needs to be 
assessed precisely to avoid some problems it might bring. Benefits are mostly 
related to the increased competition in the securities markets as well as to the 
possible cost reductions of securities settlement. The costs and benefits were 
analysed according to the study plan of this thesis and as a result, the significance 
and impact of omnibus accounts to Finnish investors and account operators 
depends on the competition level and the decisions that all market participants make 
when determining if the account structure is beneficial for their operations.
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Securities markets in Europe are in the middle of change. Around the world all the 

national markets have had their own regulations and practices (see e.g. Association 

of Financial Markets in Europe, 2012) due to which the cross-border securities 

settlement has been relatively expensive as compared to the domestic one. The 

common market practice when trading securities is to keep them in omnibus 

accounts, which can be considered as pool accounts that hold the securities of 

multiple customers. An alternative for investors is to hold their securities in direct 

holding accounts. In this structure every investor’s securities are recorded in a 

separate account. In Finland, Finnish investors are not able to hold their securities 

through an omnibus account and thus omnibus accounts are only used for foreign 

investors. The position of Finland is interesting due to the current transition towards 

a more harmonized market practices.  

 

Within the EU region, the practices are being harmonised to enable better, faster 

and more secure settling between different markets. European Commission 

introduced a new regulation (CSDR) for its member states that lays down the 

operations of central securities depositories in 2014. Central securities depositories 

(CSD) are entities that operate in the core of the securities custody and settlement. 

In addition to the regulation, the project that drives the practical aspects of this 

harmonisation is Target2 Securities (T2S) launched by European Central Bank, and 

it heads for the unification of the market practices in 23 of the EU member states. 

Its main task is to build a common settlement and custody platform for the countries 

to make settlement easier and also to reduce costs between different CSD’s. In 

some countries, the access of foreign CSD’s is restricted and there may be only one 

or a few operating CSD’s in the markets. For example Finland holds currently only 

one CSD, where all domestic securities are being issued. However, due to the new 

regulation, competition is now opened for all CSD’s that operate in countries that 

are members of this project. If the Finnish authorities refuse to allow omnibus 

accounts to Finnish investors, it affects a number of issues, which have an impact 
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on the competition as well as operating practices. Depending on what kind of 

regulatory changes Finland will make, domestic market participants may find 

themselves to be in an inferior position compared to foreign participants. Also it can 

affect how participants can utilize all of the features that the new T2S platform offers, 

because it is mainly designed for markets that operate with omnibus accounts. 

 

There has been a lot of discussion about how the securities markets can be 

harmonised and what kind of benefits the harmonisation will bring (see e.g. Giddy 

et al., 1996 and Lannoo & Levin, 2001). In addition, if cohesive market practices do 

not exist, it causes risks such as untimely securities settlement that market 

participants face daily. Market practice harmonisation makes securities trading safer 

and more cost-effective, which contributes to all parties involved. Thus, allowing 

harmonisation instead of preventing it is the key aspect for better working markets.  

 

The EU Central Securities Depositories Regulation (CSDR) was introduced to 

enhance harmonisation in Europe in 17 September 2014. Its main goal according 

to ESMA (2014) was to harmonise certain aspects of the settlement cycle and 

settlement discipline and to provide a set of common requirements for CSD’s 

operating securities settlement systems across the EU. The regulation does not 

oblige countries that do not acknowledge omnibus accounts as a market practice, 

to open the usage of omnibus accounts to all investors. Instead the countries can 

keep their status quo if it benefits the country more than changing the legislation. 

Therefore the decision-makers should concentrate on the positive and negative 

aspects that the decision of opening or blocking the usage of omnibus accounts has. 

 

Finland launched a project no. VM033:00/2014 to implement the new EU standards 

to the Finnish legislation in March 2014. A major component of the legislation draft 

is whether the usage of omnibus accounts will be offered to also Finnish investors. 

The first draft of the new piece of legislation published in June 2014 received a 

plenty of negative feedback and the discussion has continued broadly after that. The 

draft has not been yet presented to the Finnish Parliament because it is still under 
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modification. The draft will most likely be presented in spring 2016. (Valtioneuvosto, 

2015) According to the latest published information of the draft, the issue of omnibus 

accounts is withdrawn from the draft and thus it will not include the possibility for 

Finnish investors to utilize omnibus accounts (Uusi Suomi, 2015). 

 

Despite the fact that omnibus account usage will not be opened to Finnish investors 

when the legislation is changed, the matter of omnibus accounts is significant and 

Finland may allow their usage in the future. This study is built on the possibility that 

omnibus accounts may be opened to Finnish investors at some point in the future. 

If Finland opens the usage of omnibus accounts to Finnish investors, it will have 

many effects on investors, intermediaries, issuers, economy and authorities. This 

paper focuses on the effects it would have on Finnish account operators and 

investors, and presents an analysis of the costs and benefits that can be derived 

from the possible change. When considering the possibility to open omnibus 

account usage to Finnish investors, regulators should formulate a detailed view of 

all the effects that the decision may have. The analysis should be done from the 

viewpoint of all market operators as well as regarding the overall impact on the 

economy. In general, if the disadvantages that originate from the omnibus account 

usage outweigh the advantages that can be drawn, the structure should not be 

introduced in Finland. The discussion tone of the matter has been very negative and 

regulators should also take this into account and try to discover ways to assure the 

public of the advantages, if they are applicable. This study does not aim to provide 

an overall image from the viewpoint of all participants but focuses only on investors 

and account operators. This study also presents a brief discussion on the possible 

consequences of not allowing Finnish investors to use omnibus accounts. This study 

aims to build a comprehensive general view for account operators and investors in 

order to understand what kind of effects omnibus account structure has on them. In 

addition to a general view, this study provides examples of account structures and 

processes that account operators can utilise if omnibus accounts are accepted in 

Finland.  
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1.1 Aim of the study and the research question 

 

The previously mentioned CSDR and T2S are impacting the Finnish Securities 

Markets even though the usage of omnibus accounts to Finnish investors is not 

implemented in Finland. According to the current Finnish legislation [Section 5a of 

the Act on Book-Entry Accounts (827/1991)], only foreign investors have the 

opportunity to use omnibus accounts when investing in Finnish securities (Finlex, 

1991). The objective of this research is to examine the costs and benefits that 

allowing the omnibus account usage to Finnish investors would have. The 

motivation to this study arose from the fact that Finland is one of the few European 

countries that forbids omnibus accounts from its domestic investors. In addition to 

Finland, Norwegian investors are not allowed to keep their domestic securities in 

other than direct holding accounts and Slovenian investors face restrictions as to 

which securities can be held through omnibus accounts. Poland previously had 

restrictions on omnibus account usage, but has opened the usage for all Polish 

investors in 2012. (European Central Bank, 2012) Restricting the usage of omnibus 

accounts is not a common market practice in Europe; on the contrary, most 

countries use omnibus accounts as a market practice. If the omnibus accounts are 

allowed for Finnish investors, there will be a number of different effects that market 

participants must consider before implementing omnibus accounts to their own 

operations. On this study, the effects are discussed from the viewpoint that 

considers only the Finnish account operators and investors. The impact on the 

Finnish authorities or Finnish economy falls outside of the scope of this study and 

are therefore not discussed.  

 

The main research question for this study is: 

a. What kind of costs and benefits would the opening of omnibus accounts bring 

to Finnish account operators and investors? 
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The sub questions that facilitates the answering to the main question are: 

b. What are the benefits and disadvantages of the omnibus accounts to account 

operators and investors? 

c. What kind of operation model would be convenient for account operators to 

use with omnibus accounts? 

d. How can omnibus accounts be fit into account operator processes and 

systems? 

e. How could omnibus accounts be introduced to customers? Who these 

customers could potentially be? 

 

This study uses qualitative research methods, and the framework is provided by 

different studies regarding securities settlement harmonisation and the use of 

omnibus accounts. This study was conducted using a literature review where the 

analysis is performed by contributing to the studies related to the topic. The literature 

consists mainly of research papers, regulatory documents, studies performed by 

European organisations, and Finnish news reportages. In the analytical section the 

different studies were analysed from the viewpoint of account operators and 

investors, and the costs and benefits regarding them are contemplated. To quantify 

the measures, this research lists the costs and benefits, and presents a conclusion 

on the main effects that the account operators should consider if intending to use 

omnibus accounts in their actions. The analytical section contains also some 

practical examples for account operators regarding their book-entry account 

structure and transaction interfaces. The section discusses the effects on more 

detailed fields such as the processes of the account operators. The examples are 

constructed with the applicable information, and they provide a more detailed 

understanding for account operators of the changes that omnibus accounts have on 

their account structures. 

 

The importance of this study arises from the fact that omnibus accounts are a very 

current topic in Finland. Although Finland does not currently allow the usage of 
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omnibus accounts to Finnish investors, it will probably do so in some point in the 

future; the Finnish Securities Markets cannot keep up with the European 

harmonisation, if there are specific rules that apply only to the Finnish investors. 

There are specific requirements for all participating countries that pushes them to 

proceed so that the implementation of the CSDR and T2S systems can be as 

efficient as possible. It is a risk to keep restrictions in the markets. This study is 

therefore important and helps to assess the impact of the matter - opening of 

omnibus accounts - in terms of certain market participants, account operators and 

investors. 

 

1.1.1 Limitations of the study 

 

As this is a graduation paper, some of the items were excluded, in order to maintain 

the paper concise. In addition, due to the time limit it was necessary to reduce the 

study material. The items delimited off this study are listed next. 

 

No analysis on how omnibus account structure would affect other market 

participants such as taxation authorities, the economy or foreign brokers will be 

presented. Therefore, the effects to those occupational groups are not in the scope 

of this research. In addition, this study does not aim to define the best solution to 

handle omnibus accounts in Finland, nor attempts to design a framework to 

influence the policy making but discusses in general those the writer considered 

relevant. The study presents and summarized the progress on the policy making so 

far. The Ministry of Finance bears the responsibility on the analyses whether 

omnibus accounts are the appropriate market practice for Finnish Securities 

Markets and this study does not aim to affect those decisions. 

 

The reference material used for this study is mainly available in Finnish. The most 

relevant information regarding this study is extracted from the resources and is 

based on the author’s interpretation of the material. Due to the language restriction, 
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all international readers are not able to interpret the reference material. It is therefore 

a limitation of this study. 

 

Being an uncertain issue, the decision of allowing Finnish investors to use omnibus 

accounts in the future is also a limitation of this study. If the omnibus account usage 

is not opened, some of the practical results drawn from this study cannot be utilised 

as planned. Regardless of the Finnish legislation, this study presents a 

comprehensive picture how the markets for the account operators and investors will 

alter in case omnibus accounts can be utilised. This study can also be helpful in the 

prevalent market situations and offer some insights of the future possibilities. 

 

1.1.2 Structure of the study 

 

The next section of this study presents the functionality of the Finnish Securities 

Markets. It introduces some main operations and key participants of the securities 

markets in order to help the reader understand how securities markets operate. 

Additionally it discusses the difference between the key concepts: a direct holding 

account and an omnibus account. Sections 3 and 4 hold the framework and 

literature review of the topic. Section 3 discusses what kind of studies have been 

conducted regarding securities markets harmonisation and subsequent effects. It 

also presents contradictory opinions that have been presented by various parties. 

Section 4 introduces the current situation in terms of regulation of securities markets 

in Finland. It explains CSDR with more depth and provides an idea of the actions 

that should be done to integrate the financial markets. There is also discussion over 

how the Finnish legislation draft regarding the omnibus accounts and related 

matters has proceeded. 

 

Section 5 gives an extensive analysis of the costs and benefits that opening 

omnibus accounts has on account operators and investors. This section also holds 

some practical examples for account operators’ account structure and transaction 
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model. The effects are presented from the viewpoint of account operators as well 

as investors according to the study plan of this research. Lastly section 6 holds the 

final conclusion of the study. It presents the costs and benefits that were analysed 

in the previous section and provides an overall view of the situation according to the 

findings. It discusses also some future research possibilities regarding the topic. 

 

 

2 THE OPERATIONS OF THE FINNISH SECURITIES MARKETS 

 

 

This section discusses the Finnish Securities Markets as a whole and presents their 

function. The aim of this section is to provide the reader basic knowledge of the 

securities markets and its operations. Also some common market participants are 

introduced. In addition, this section explains the difference between an omnibus and 

direct holding account. It presents securities settlement process and discusses what 

kind of complications there can be when conducting in a settlement across country 

borders. 

 

2.1 Function 

 

Securities markets are a part of financial markets and as they function as a way to 

steer funds from investors to companies, they are the most important way how 

companies receive capital (Leppiniemi, 1995, p. 59). There are several kinds of 

different securities. They can be equity or liability based or a mixture of the two. 

Some common securities that are traded in the markets are bonds, stocks and 

derivatives. The focus of this study is mainly on shareholdings because they are the 

most interesting securities when regarding omnibus accounts. Shareholdings are 

frequently traded and are also a basis for companies’ ownership lists, as will be 

explained later in this study. 
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2.2 Stocks as equity financing 

 

Offering shares to investors is equity based financing for companies, and there is 

no end date to this kind of finance. Shares are offered to investors for an undefined 

time, so equity based funding can be seen as long-term financing (Knüpfer & 

Puttonen, 2007, p. 61). Although the investor would sell their securities only after a 

short period of holding time, they are sold in the post-trade markets where the buyer 

is another investor. The share value is based on the information company offers to 

markets, and markets define the value by giving buy and sell quotes. The market 

value of the company is then the value of one share times the amount of issued 

shares. The equity that companies receive by issuing shares can be invested in the 

functions of the company. 

 

Investors invest in companies that they believe having the opportunity to grow in 

value. In addition to gain the appreciation of share value and dividends, investors 

also receive a right to the shares they own. This right is usually recorded to a book-

entry system or in some cases to share certificates. The rights investors receive can 

be categorised in two sections. Property right includes for example the right to 

receive dividends, to assign the share to another party and to receive a splitting part 

of the company in case it is demolished. Management right on the other hand holds 

for example the right to vote in the company’s annual meeting. (Leppiniemi, 1995, 

pp. 80-81) 

 

2.2.1 Issuing and trading stocks 

 

Companies issue shares by doing an initial public offering (IPO) to the public where 

the securities are presented for the first time. The offering is not obliged to be public 

but instead the company can offer securities to a distinct group of institutional 

investors, but this is usually done in case of bonds (Bodie et al., 2005, p. 66). A 

company can use an agent who specializes in equity capital management to help 
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with the practical arrangements of the IPO. When the offering is completed, the 

securities will be issued in a book-entry form and transferred to the book-entry 

accounts of the investors according to their participation in the IPO. After the IPO is 

finished and investors have received their shares, they are free to conduct in the 

secondary market trading. The markets define the price for all shares by regarding 

all known information and the supply and demand of the share. The markets are 

considered to be effect based on theory literature which means that there is no 

arbitrage possibility but instead all information is reflected to the price of the share 

on time (Knüpfer & Puttonen, 2007, p. 162). Investors pay taxes according to the 

capital gains they receive when they have bought the securities at a lower price than 

the price they sell them with. 

 

2.3 Taxation of capital gains 

 

Public authorities can affect securities markets with legislation but also with taxation. 

All countries have their own tax rates. Currently Finnish investors are obliged to pay 

tax for the yields they receive from securities as well as tax from capital gains when 

selling securities. In Finland a wealth tax was collected until the end of 2005. The 

capital income tax for retail investors has also experienced many changes. The tax 

was increased from 28% to 30% a few years ago and started to work with 

progression (Verohallinto, 2012). This increase of taxation percentages results in 

lower net capital gains to investors and therefore effects how much capital is 

invested in the markets. There have also been changes on how the prepayment of 

taxation needs to be performed. All banks who operate as account operators and 

forward their customers for example bond yields, need to make a prepayment of 

taxation to the taxation authorities on behalf of their customers. These requirements 

are defined in a guide of taxation prepayments (see Verohallinto, 2014a). 
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2.4 The book-entry system 

 

Instead of handing investors paper certificates that indicate their ownership in a 

stock, most companies have issued their securities in a book-entry system, where 

the ownership is registered in an electronical form and no physical paper of 

ownership is handled. The entries in the system create a legal ownership for the 

beneficiary and for that reason the operations are highly regulated. The book-entry 

system of each country is managed by one or multiple CSD’s. In Finland, the system 

is managed by Euroclear Finland. The book-entry system consists of book-entry 

accounts and lists of security owners (Valtiovarainministeriö, 2010, p. 19). Book-

entry accounts are handled by account operators, who offer the accounts to their 

own customers. Because of the nature of the book-entry system, there are strict 

regulations on the procedures how securities may be yielded to other investors. The 

accounts also hold entries of various restrictions, and the right holder has been 

legally protected if the right is registered to the book-entry system. If an investor 

pledges for example their securities on behalf of an investment loan, the pledge 

restriction is registered to their book-entry account and therefore, the investor has 

no right to sell the securities without a permission of the pledgee. 

 

The book-entry accounts are the base for corporate ownership lists, and without 

correct entries the investors would not gain for example the right to participate in a 

company’s annual meeting. The information of the shareholders is taken from the 

book-entry system and when the ownership of a share is registered on the record 

date of the company’s annual meeting at the latest, the holder is entitled to attend 

the meeting. The same applies for example dividend payments. Because Finland 

only has one CSD, the ownership information is currently taken from a central 

register, which has interfaces to all account operator systems. The book-entry 

system is highly regulated and reliable, because of the important information it holds 

regarding the companies owners. 
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2.5 Market participants  

 

In addition to account operators and investors, there are also several other market 

participants operating in the securities markets. This section provides a presentation 

for all relevant market participants for this study. 

 

2.5.1 Investors 

 

An investor in this study’s context is be a person, a company, an organization, a 

fund or some other legal entity that wishes to invest in securities markets. A retail 

investor can be regarded as someone, who does not conduct in a lot of trading but 

invests occasionally. They are investors, who do not act on behalf of anyone else 

but themselves (Investopedia, 2015a). An institutional investor can be regarded as 

the opposite of a retail investor. They are organizations who trade with such large 

amounts or quantities of securities that they are usually entitled to lower fees and 

commissions (Investopedia, 2015b). An investor might be seeking for liquidity or an 

increase in value with their investment decisions. 

 

The Finnish Act on Investment Services (747/2012) divides investors into two 

groups: professional and non-professional investors. A professional investor has the 

ability to make independent investment decisions and there are certain features that 

make an investor professional. For example, operators in the financial sector, large-

scale companies as well as the central banks are all professional investors. Also, 

any investor can request the status of a professional investor in case they fulfil 

certain conditions which are defined in the legislation. A non-professional investor 

is determined as any other than professional investor. (Finlex, 2012a) 

 

Rantapuska (2005) studied the trading behavior of Finnish institutional and retail 

investors around dividend payment days. His study showed that transaction costs 
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have an importance regarding how investors choose their investment targets. Also 

the lighter dividend taxation impacts on the direction of trades close to ex-dividend 

day. The ex-dividend day determines does the dividend belong to the buyer or the 

seller of the stock. The impact of transaction costs on stock prices is discussed later 

in this study. 

 

2.5.2 Account operators 

 

An account operator is an organisation, who has the right to make entries to the 

book-entry system. The right is granted by the local CSD. An account operator 

according to the rules of Euroclear Finland (2014b) is an organisation to which 

Euroclear Finland has, under Chapter 6 Section 4 of the Act on the Book-Entry 

System and Clearing Operations and these Rules, granted the right to act as an 

account operator and to make registrations in the book-entry register.  

 

Currently Finnish Securities Markets have 23 account operators (situation 1 

December 2015) who all keep their customers’ book-entry accounts in Euroclear 

Finland when holding Finnish securities. The account operator status has been 

given to Finnish operators such as Aktia Bank Plc and Nordea Bank Finland Plc as 

well as foreign operators such as Svenska Handelsbanken Ltd and KAS BANK N.V. 

The status has also been given to Municipality Finance and State Treasury who do 

not offer accounts to investors. Also Euroclear Finland Ltd has an account operator 

license and is included in the amount of account operators. 

 

A Finnish investor who wants to invest in a Finnish company, contacts an account 

operator to open a book-entry account where the securities can be registered to. 

Some account operators operate within banks that keep a wide variety of services 

besides investment services. The services include daily banking services and loans, 

sometimes also insurance services. Examples of these account operators are Aktia 

Bank Plc and Nordea Bank Finland Plc. The customers of these account operators 
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are generally investors, who keep also their other banking services in the same 

bank. These customers are usually rewarded with loyalty benefits such as lower 

tariffs or bonuses. Some customers have chosen the bank based on the bank’s 

asset management services. 

 

Some of the account operators are specialized in investment services. An example 

of these kind of operators is Nordnet Bank Ltd. Because these operators do not offer 

daily banking services, the customers hold their other banking services elsewhere 

and keep some or all of their investments with these kind of operators. The operators 

can compete with lower safekeeping or trading tariffs in order to receive customers 

from other operators. 

 

2.5.3 Intermediaries and custodians 

 

Intermediaries are entities, who make the trades according to the instructions of 

their customers. They are brokers, who enter the trade to the exchange and act as 

a representative of the customer in the trade. The intermediary takes care of the 

settlement, and the customer sees only the transaction of securities and funds. The 

customer pays a tariff to the intermediary for receiving this service. 

 

A custodian is usually a bank who keeps their customer securities on behalf of the 

customers. The custody services usually include safekeeping and settlement of 

securities, corporate actions and value adding services as well as some taxation 

authority disclosures. All account operators act also as custodians but all custodians 

do not have the license of an account operator. Custodians have some of the same 

operations as CSD’s but also provide complimentary services. These services 

include tailored custody and settlement operations and customer-based tariffs. 

Custodians can operate on domestic markets where they hold interfaces to only the 

local CSD and conduct in cross-border trading via other intermediaries. A custodian 

can also be global when it operates in multiple markets and thus has direct 
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interfaces to multiple CSD’s. The global custody operations are highly concentrated 

and only a handful of large-scale operators dominate these markets (Lannoo & 

Levin, 2001, p. 11). 

 

2.5.4 Central Securities Depositories 

 

Central Securities Depositories (CSD’s) are entities which are established in the 

securities markets to offer central storing of the securities. They also provide 

services that are related to custodial matters. (Holthausen, 2007, p. 92) CSD’s hold 

the records of all electronically issued securities and of their owners. Some countries 

allow multiple CSD’s to enter the securities markets but for example Finnish 

legislation recognises currently only one CSD. Therefore the situation provides 

Euroclear Finland a monopoly in the Finnish Securities Markets. According to the 

Finnish law which holds the regulation on book-entry system (Finlex, 2012b), a CSD 

can enter Finnish markets in case the Ministry of Finance has accepted its 

application for license.  A CSD needs to be a Finnish limited company who has their 

headquarters in Finland. Thus, foreign CSD’s do not currently have the opportunity 

to enter the Finnish Securities Markets, because they are located abroad. 

 

International central securities depositories (ICSD’s) are entities that provide a large 

range of settlement and custody services and are an intermediate model between 

a CSD and a custodian. (Holthausen, 2007, p. 93) ICSD’s create a larger operating 

income than mere CSD’s due to the additional services they provide for their 

customers (Lannoo & Levin, 2001, p. 27). Euroclear Bank and Clearstream Banking 

Luxembourg are examples of ICSD’s and originally established to settle Eurobonds, 

which are bonds issued in multiple countries simultaneously (Chan et al., 2007). 

They also renewed the bond-moving system; securities were no longer transferred 

physically but electronically instead. 
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There are also the definitions of an issuer-CSD and an investor-CSD. An issuer-

CSD is an entity that offers companies services to issue securities for the first time 

within its system. An investor-CSD is a CSD that is directly in relation with the issuer-

CSD. It opens an account in the issuer-CSD and through that account keeps 

custody of securities and makes trades. The securities can be transferred through 

the linkage between the CSD’s to the investor-CSD. (Finanssialan Keskusliitto, 

2014) For example in Finland, the current issuer-CSD is Euroclear Finland and an 

investor-CSD would be any CSD who wanted to operate in the Finnish Securities 

Markets by offering their customers’ holding of Finnish book-entries through an 

omnibus account. 

 

2.5.5 Central Counterparties 

 

Before trades are settled they must first be cleared. Clearing is an act of defining 

the balances of what each counterparty owes and is due to receive. Usually these 

kind of actions are done once per trading day for each security that has been traded 

during that day. Central Counterparties (CCPs) act in between of intermediaries and 

usually net the trades that intermediaries perform on behalf of their customers. The 

intermediaries remain anonymous to each other because both parties deal with only 

the CCP. Clearance can also be provided by a CSD or an ICSD, who have the 

possibility to do the clearance by also gross basis. The CCP’s provide more effective 

and less costly clearing and are entities which most securities markets use widely. 

(The Giovannini Group, 2001, p. 5) 

 

2.6 The difference between an omnibus account and a direct holding account 

 

A direct ownership structure and an omnibus account structure (also known as multi-

stage ownership) are ways to hold book-entry accounts in the book-entry account 

system. In direct ownership (see Figure 1), a customer opens a book-entry account 

with a custodian and that account is directly opened to a CSD, where information of 
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the customer is registered. In addition, all transactions that take place in the account 

are also run through the CSD.  

 

Figure 1. Account structure of a direct ownership 

 

In a multi-stage ownership (see Figure 2), the customer’s account is not opened 

directly to the CSD but under the custodians own omnibus account, which holds 

securities of multiple customers. The end-investor’s information is not available in 

the CSD’s records, only those of the custodian are. The chain of custodians can 

also be longer, and in such cases the custodian might not be aware of the identity 

of the end-customer as the account is registered under the customer’s agent’s 

name. The information of the customer can thus be found solely from the agent’s 

system, and all other parties only have information of person they deal with in the 

next step. So, at its simplest interpretation, omnibus account means that the account 

on the CSD level is not registered under the name of the investor, but instead, 

another party is the registered owner of that account. (Valtiovarainministeriö, 2010, 

p. 28) 
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Figure 2. Account structure of a multi-stage ownership 

 

2.6.1 Settlement costs 

 

Settlement costs are a combination of various smaller costs which can be divided 

into three categories (Lannoo & Levin, 2001). Infrastructure costs are the direct 

costs of a settlement system and indirect costs include for example back office 

costs, interface costs and liquidity costs. Intermediary costs originate from the use 

of other parties in the settlement process, for example in a foreign securities 

settlement. All of these costs, whether visible or invisible to the investor, are a part 

of the tariff that is charged from the investor. Settlement costs have an effect on 

various factors such as the price of a share, which is examined more closely later in 

this study. 

 

The settlement costs of a trade that is executed between two direct holding accounts 

and between two customers who hold securities in a same omnibus account are 

different. In the direct owning system all transactions are run through the CSD, 
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because when a trade is settled, ownership of the security needs to be registered 

from one book-entry account to another. In terms of costs, when a transaction needs 

to be run through a CSD, the CSD registers one buy and one sell transaction, 

because the securities were transferred from one account to another. This imposes 

two times a registering cost that is ultimately debited from the customer as a part of 

settlement costs. If multi-stage ownership is used, the trades that are settled 

between two customers of the same custodian, do not need to be registered through 

the CSD (see Figure 3). In this case the omnibus account of that custodian 

experiences an invisible debit and a credit. Because the debit and credit would be 

the same amount, there is no effect on the balance of the omnibus account. All 

transactions happen in the custodians own sub-bookkeeping. According to Figure 3 

there are no changes in the omnibus account but the trade is done between two 

sub-accounts. However, it is required that the securities are in the same account in 

the CSD level for this to have any effect on the CSD registering. The costs of 

settlement can be reduced because less entries are done on the CSD level. 

(Valtiovarainministeriö, 2002, p. 72) 

 

Figure 3. A trade between two customers of the same custodian when using 

omnibus accounts 
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2.7 Securities settlement process 

 

The securities settlement process begins when an investor buys or sells securities. 

The process is described in Figure 4. The investor usually contacts their own trader, 

who acts as an intermediary in the trade. The intermediary enters the trade to the 

trading system where it proceeds to the exchange where trades find their match. 

The next stage is clearing of the trade, and usually a central counterparty (CCP) is 

used for this action. The CCP calculates the balances that each intermediary owes 

or is due to receive and sends the agreements to all parties (Lannoo & Levin, 2001, 

p. 3). The CCP acts as a counterparty in all trades so that the counterparty risk is 

moved from intermediaries to the CCP. The parties must provide collateral to be 

able to use CCP services and that collateral can be used in case of securities 

shortages. Using a CCP lowers settlement costs significantly, because it decreases 

the amount of securities transfers because of netting of the transactions. Netting 

means calculating the trades together and moving only the netted amounts between 

counterparties. 

 

Figure 4. The securities trading process 

 

After clearing comes settlement, which refers to the transfer of securities and 

payment of funds. Securities or money are no longer physically moved from one 

counterparty to another but every trade is executed in the systems. There are two 

commonly used ways of settling securities. In a transfer of securities against money 

(Delivery-versus-Payment, DVP and Receive-versus-Payment, RVP), the securities 
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and the amount paid from them move simultaneously. The other way is a transfer 

of securities without payment (Free-of-Payment, FOP) where only the securities are 

transferred from seller to buyer. In the core of settlement is usually a CSD who 

performs the settlement. The settlement period influences the risk involved in all 

trades. Settlement can be executed in various periods, such as T+2, T+1 or even 

T+0, where T stands for today and following number stands for the days after today. 

For example T+0 is therefore settled within the same day of making the trade and 

T+1 the next day. Every market has their own standards where the settlement period 

is instructed. (Lannoo & Levin, 2001, p. 3) However, a common practice in Europe 

is T+2, while it used to be T+3. The settlement cycle is being shortened for securities 

to move faster than before. T+2 is a settlement cycle in which all participant 

countries of Target2 Securities –project have committed to. 

 

When making an OTC (over-the-counter) trade between two parties, the settlement 

period can be agreed to any period. OTC trade means that the counterparties of a 

trade have the ability to agree on the terms of the trade and the stock exchange is 

not used for matching the counterparties. In other trades the stock exchange acts 

as a middle man and combines buyers and sellers according to the prices they quote 

on the trade. OTC trading offers the counterparties more freedom in terms of having 

the ability to make contracts with each other. (Lannoo & Levin, 2001, p. 3) 

 

When the trade has been settled, the securities are moved to the custody of the 

buyer. Custody means the safekeeping of securities in favor of another party. That 

party can refer to an intermediary or an investor. A custodian can be a service 

provider or also a CSD as mentioned before. Account segregation is closely related 

to custody services, and it will be more closely examined in the following sections 

of this study. 
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2.7.1 The complication of a cross-border trade 

 

Many studies have examined the difference between a domestic trade and a cross-

border trade. A cross-border trade means trading of a security, which is issued in a 

foreign market or entering in a trade with a foreign counterparty (The Giovannini 

Group, 2001, p. 7). It can be regarded as a trade which is done across the border 

of two countries. Whenever a trade is executed between two market participants, 

who do not share the same practices and procedures for settlement, the transaction 

will experience additional difficulties and risk of late settlement increases. The two 

counterparties must interact with each other through an interface or the other party 

needs to access the foreign market with their settlement system. Regardless of the 

operation mode, additional intermediaries are used and this increases the risks. The 

Giovannini Group (2001) has performed a research that elaborates the complexity 

of a cross-border trade. The group concludes that the use of intermediaries is 

subsequently higher when doing a cross-border trade compared to a domestic 

trade. Because of multiple intermediaries, the risks also increase and this results in 

higher transaction costs to the parties involved. The risks associated with cross-

border settlement originate from the fact that cross-border settlement is much more 

complicated than domestic settlement. Both domestic and cross-border settlement 

of securities include a number of risks. The customer faces a principal risk, that 

arises from the possibility that either one of the counterparties may fail to meet their 

obligations. A liquidity risk means that either one of the counterparties fails to settle 

the trade on the due date.  

 

In addition to the risks mentioned, cross-border settlement has risks that arise from 

the trade’s international aspects. Custody risk is increased because of higher 

number of intermediaries in a cross-border trade. It means the possibility of losing 

securities because of for example insolvency of the custodian. Also legal risk is 

encountered, which contains an unexpected intervention of a foreign law or 

regulation that makes the contract enforceable. The customer also faces foreign 

exchange risk, when the trade is done between two currencies. The currencies’ 
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movements can affect the price of the security between trading and settlement 

dates. (The Giovannini Group, 2001, p. 18) The cross-border trading process will be 

simplified with the help of Target2 Securities. This will be discussed later in this 

study. 

 

Figure 5 depicts a situation where a trade is done inside one market and all 

participants operate within the country. The investor makes a trade through its 

broker and the stock exchange matches the trade with a counterparty. The CCP 

instructs then both parties to transfer funds according to the netted amounts. The 

payment and securities are then transferred so that the balances on the CSD level 

will change according to the instructions. (The Giovannini Group, 2001, p. 11) 

 

Figure 5. The process of a domestic trade 

 

Figure 6 depicts the complexity of a cross-border trade. As illustrated in the picture, 

compared to a domestic trade there are more intermediaries in the cross-border 
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trade than in the domestic trade. In case the trade happens cross-border, the broker 

who receives the trading instructions from its customer needs to contact a domestic 

broker who then enters the trade to the securities markets. Again, the stock 

exchange matches the trade with a counterparty and national CCP sends 

instructions based on netted amounts. The information needs to be forwarded to the 

local custodian, who then makes a transfer of the securities. There may be many 

levels of custodians, and the information may therefore have to be sent across the 

whole chain. Also the cash is cleared according to the instructions and this may also 

require numerous intermediaries. (The Giovannini Group, 2001, p. 13) Even without 

fully understanding the picture of a cross-border trade, it illustrates how many 

participants are required for a cross-border trade in comparison to a domestic trade.  

 

Figure 6. The process of a cross-border trade  

 

2.7.2 Domestic and cross-border settlement fees 

 

When the amount of intermediaries increase when conducting in a trade, the costs 

related to the trade increase as well. Therefore, the settlement fees of a cross-

border trade are substantially higher than the costs of a domestic trade. The study 
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of Lannoo & Levin (2001) provides evidence that the settlement fees of cross-border 

transactions are higher than those of the domestic ones. The study also showed 

that - in addition to a need for more intermediaries - when performing a cross-border 

trade, the user needs to pay also for higher back-office costs as compared to a 

domestic trade. All securities markets have different settlement systems. Therefore, 

a user who wishes to perform a cross-border trade, needs to reinforce their systems 

and back-office in order to operate with multiple CSD’s directly or through a sub-

custodian. If a CSD has a link to the markets where the trade is settled, the costs 

decrease because the settlement is basically done within the CSD. The highest fees 

can be considered to be found in the most remote markets that have only a few 

linkages to the other participating country CSD’s. 

 

 

3 HARMONISATION OF THE SECURITIES MARKETS 

 

 

The possibility to introduce the omnibus accounts to Finnish investors has been a 

matter of public discussion almost yearly as multiple governments have pursued to 

modify the Finnish legislation. Two distinct studies on omnibus accounts have been 

performed in Finland, both ordered by the Ministry of Finance. The first study, 

performed by a study group led by Martti Anttinen examined ways how omnibus 

account usage could be opened to the Finnish Securities Markets in 2002.  As a 

conclusion, the group did not recommend a multi-stage ownership structure to the 

Finnish Securities Markets due to unfinished reform pressures in the international 

settlement industry (Valtiovarainministeriö, 2002). The second study was done by 

Eva Liljeblom in 2010, where she discussed how multi-stage ownership structure 

would affect different participants in the Finnish Securities Markets 

(Valtiovarainministeriö, 2010). She concluded that the new structure would bring 

significant cost savings for many parties. She also promoted the development of the 

structure because of clearly positive financial effects of the structure. In her study, 

Liljeblom was not worried about tax losses if Finnish investors attempted to “hide” 
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their securities behind multi-stage ownership chains which is currently a burning 

topic in the press regarding the possible legislation renewal of omnibus accounts 

(see e.g. Helsingin Sanomat, 2015a and Taloussanomat, 2014a). Also a broad 

study on the Finnish black markets was conducted in 2010 where the concerns of 

opening omnibus accounts were evaluated and some estimates of the impact were 

made (Eduskunnan tarkastusvaliokunta, 2010). 

 

Liljeblom’s survey on the effects of omnibus accounts was broad and dealt the issue 

from different views which included the economy’s, investors’, intermediaries’, 

authorities’ and stock exchange’s perspective on the change. Because of multiple 

perspectives, the study was aimed to produce an overall image of omnibus accounts 

and to examine if the omnibus account structure would be suitable for the Finnish 

Securities Markets. No perspective was examined with more depth that the others 

and because of that, all perspectives were equally weighed in the conclusion 

section. In addition to Liljeblom’s survey there has not been a study which examines 

the multi-stage account effects on banks and investors. Therefore a more close 

examination of the matter is appropriate. In addition, because the news reportage 

on the matter has been extremely broad and mainly negative, it is important to carry 

out an objective survey on the effects which does not focus on certain aspects only. 

 

3.1 Harmonisation of securities settlement 

 

Several studies have discussed the harmonisation of European securities markets 

from a theoretical as well as a practical point of view. The European commission 

ordered an extensive study from the Giovannini Group (2001) to evaluate the 

efficiency of cross-border settlement regimes in the Europe. The European Central 

Bank has conducted numerous studies where harmonisation and financial 

integration were discussed (see e.g. European Central Bank, 2014 and Chan et al., 

2007). Very few of the study documents contained any information on omnibus 

accounts, most probably because the omnibus accounts are a common market 

practice in the Europe. Studying omnibus accounts on European level does not offer 
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any significantly interesting topics and therefore, it is understandable why these kind 

of researches have not been performed. 

 

When evaluating a harmonised European settlement market one of the key aspects 

is the cost perspective. Trading and especially settlement costs are a broadly 

studied subject in finance. Lannoo & Levin (2001) compared the cross-border 

transaction costs in Europe and in the United States and concluded that the 

European operating costs regarding settlement systems are higher in the EU than 

in the US. The evidence from the study shows that settling trades is approximately 

1.86 times more expensive in the EU than it is in the US. National settlement costs 

range between 0.11 and 2.28 euros in the European countries and are 0.04 euros 

in the United States. One of the reasons behind this difference is the fact that United 

States introduced the centralised trading system in 1976 and experienced significant 

decline in settlement costs. According to the study of Shriver Associates (1976), the 

cost savings were 63.5% from which also the users gained cost savings. Schmiedel 

et al. (2006), Serifsoy & Weiβ (2007) and Panourgias (2015) studied how securities 

settlement systems can be developed regarding especially cross-border settlement. 

Nordén (2009) studied how lowering transaction costs affected the liquidity and 

volatility in the futures markets exchange, and concluded that when the costs 

decrease, the liquidity and volatility of the securities increased. 

 

Settlement costs have also impact on the return-risk matrix (see Giddy et al., 1996). 

If two securities with the same level of risk are compared and the other one has 

relatively higher settlement costs than the other, the return of the less-costly security 

is higher than the other. Settlement costs can also be seen as a tax on trading, and 

if it is increased, the return investors gain from investing in securities is lower and 

vice versa.  

 

CSDR became valid in late 2014. Vanderheyden & Reucroft (2015) criticised the 

new regulation and were concerned that because the regulation required 

participating countries to allow the use of both indirect and direct securities holdings 
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(with a few exceptions), the markets faced additional risk, because the regulations 

in different countries might not adapt to using certain account structures. Their 

concern is justified, and Finland will change its national legislation on the matter, 

one of the reasons being the aforementioned concern. There is currently not any 

adequate regulation on omnibus account usage it the Finnish Securities Markets. 

Vanderheyden & Reucroft state that a segregated ownership structure provides 

more transparency and less risk because end-investors are identified according to 

a model that serves all parties. The segregated ownership structure is currently used 

in Finland. All Finnish investors need to open a direct holding account on the CSD 

level in order for the markets to be able to identify the securities owner. Giddy et al 

(1996) examined alternative models of CSD account structure but found no 

alternative to be dominant amongst them all but saw them as equal. 

 

3.2 Contradictory opinions 

 

It seems that especially with Finnish studies, the view of the employer had an impact 

on the results of the study. The study of Eva Liljeblom (Valtiovarainministeriö, 2010) 

was ordered by the Ministry of Finance, which has been in the core of the attempts 

to pursue to expand the use of omnibus accounts to Finnish investors for several 

years. As already mentioned, the study’s overall perspective on allowing omnibus 

accounts was positive and reflected also the negative effects on a neutral light. For 

example, Liljeblom reflected the study of Olli Auvinen (2008) where he estimated 

the amount of Finnish investors’ usage of remote brokers. He modeled the amount 

of investment incomes which are not informed to the taxation authorities. The reason 

is that because remote brokers do not make the disclosures automatically, the 

investors are obliged to disclose taxation information themselves and therefore may 

not always do it correctly. Liljeblom stated that Auvinen’s model does not have the 

authority to make distinct conclusions, which was also the conclusion of Auvinen’s 

study as well. The study of Hirvonen et al. (Eduskunnan tarkastusvaliokunta, 2010) 

on the other hand was ordered by the Finnish parliament and had a different view 

on the effects of remote broker usage. In the study Auvinen’s results on the amount 
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of trades from remote brokers which are not reported to the Finnish taxation 

authorities were referred according to the results. The trades are likely to be Finnish 

investor origin, but Hirvonen et al. did not mention anything of the reliability of the 

results. Both studies therefore seem to have a pre-conceived opinion on the results 

and an objective view is missing. 

 

Liljeblom stated that there was no evidence that Finnish investors would start hiding 

their holdings behind omnibus accounts if they are enabled to use them. However, 

researchers have not provided evidence that it would not happen either. Neither one 

of these statements presented can be verified without a more extensive research. 

But in general, it seems unlikely that large masses would move their holdings to 

omnibus accounts, given the opportunity. Account operators and custodians may 

not even provide the opportunity to choose between an omnibus and direct holding 

account to all customers’. This is a matter which needs to be taken into consideration 

when discussing omnibus accounts. 

 

The discussion in the media has focused around this topic from a negative point of 

view, and doubts of “losing taxation gains” and “the elite members of society hiding 

their holdings” are natural, especially if the statement maker had not researched the 

matter properly. It remains unclear why Liljeblom did not pay more attention in 

analysing the matter. Liljeblom’s view on omnibus accounts is ultimately permissive 

and therefore her opinion may be regarded as biased because the transparency of 

holdings was not handled more broadly in her report. On the other hand, the news 

reportage has not paid much attention to the fact that almost 50 percent of Finnish 

shares are currently held through omnibus accounts and whoever wanted to “hide” 

their holdings, had been able to do so, at least illegally. There are a number of ways 

how those investors, who do not want their holdings to show to the public, have 

been able to hide them for example behind a capital redemption policy or a holding 

company. These kind of activities to hide one’s holdings are surely costly, and 

therefore, not available for every investor in Finland. Also, anybody who has 

registered a company abroad, has been able to utilise omnibus accounts with 
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foreign banks and invest in Finnish Securities Markets without the owner information 

being visible. Because of this, it seems unlikely that the investors who truly had the 

ways and means to conduct in these kind of actions, have not already done so. On 

the other hand, not wanting the public to see your holdings is quite another matter 

than hiding your holdings for tax avoidance. Those who do not want to reveal their 

holdings in public can still be honest investors who pay their income taxes. This 

situation however has not been realistic because of the controversy if it is illegal to 

keep shareholdings in other than direct holding accounts. 

 

The Ministry of Finance gave an interesting statement regarding foreign custodians 

and the omnibus account usage in October 2015 when the discussion was at its 

most heated; according to their interpretation of the Finnish law, Finnish investors 

have a possibility to hold their securities in omnibus accounts (Kauppalehti, 2015a). 

Omnibus account usage is allowed if the investor uses a foreign bank that operates 

in Finland. When using a Finnish bank, the usage of omnibus accounts is not 

allowed. This statement is highly supportive to the efforts to allow omnibus account 

usage because it would genuinely open the competition for all banks if foreign banks 

have already had the opportunity to offer omnibus accounts to Finnish investors. 

When interpreting all of the news reportage and discussion of the matter, it seems 

that nobody else has deciphered the Finnish law similarly as the Ministry of Finance. 

The statement, if truly applicable, affects strongly on the market practices because 

some parties in the Finnish Securities Markets have already had an opportunity to 

offer the usage of omnibus accounts to all customers. Unfortunately at this time 

there is no guarantee if the general interpretation of the law is permissive towards 

omnibus accounts in case the participant offering them is foreign.  

 

As the Federation of Finnish Financial Services stated, the current situation of 

omnibus accounts had created “an unclear legal situation” (Finanssialan 

Keskusliitto, 2015). The situation has been created because Finland forbids the use 

of omnibus accounts of its citizens, which means that they are forbidden to transfer 

their Finnish securities abroad. Foreign market participants, who enter the Finnish 
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markets, operate according to their domestic legislation and are not obliged to follow 

Finnish regulation on the matter. Although Finnish investor cannot use the foreign 

custodian legally, Finnish government has very restricted ways of intervening to the 

situation, because the foreign custodian acts legally according to its origin country’s 

legislation. The situation can be noticed for example in Degiro’s actions in Finland. 

Degiro is a Dutch remote broker, who offers Finnish investors custody and trading 

services through omnibus accounts. There has been discussion if their operations 

are legal in Finland. According to the “unclear legal situation”, Finland does not have 

tools to prohibit these kind of companies operations. 

 

The phrase “hiding holdings” has repeatedly occurred in the news coverage 

regarding the matter. Whenever discussing omnibus accounts, stating that “hiding 

holdings is legal” in the omnibus account system (see e.g. Kauppalehti, 2015b) 

confuses people because it raises up a distinct conception to the reader that 

omnibus accounts can only be used for precarious actions. Omnibus account 

structure does allow the customer to hold their securities behind a custodian and 

therefore the end-investor information will not be visible. But it does not mean that 

investors do not have the obligation to inform their holdings to the respective 

authorities. Although investors would be able to move their holdings to an omnibus 

account in the new system, they are still obliged to inform all capital gains to the 

authorities as well as make the notification obligations according to the Financial 

Supervisory Authority regulations (Finanssivalvonta, 2013a). 

 

Clearly there is a significance of whose opinion on the matter of omnibus accounts 

is being asked. Naturally Euroclear Finland resists the renewal of the legislation 

because it would lose its monopoly position as the only CSD in Finland. Euroclear 

Finland has made a strong opposition with its statements and underlines all possible 

problems that might occur if omnibus account usage is opened in Finland. According 

to Euroclear Finland’s statement for the legislation draft in October 2014 there are 

no cost benefits that can be drawn from opening omnibus account usage (Euroclear 

Finland, 2014a). Strong opponents of the omnibus account structure are also the 
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police department and tax authorities. The argumentation focuses on the effects it 

may have on black markets and stating that omnibus accounts are a way for 

organised crime to hide assets (Taloussanomat, 2014b). Also the press is not 

supporting the usage of omnibus accounts because they believe the securities 

markets will lose its transparency and consequently some political authorities such 

as Members of the Parliament may be able to hide their holdings behind complicated 

account structures. Transparency of ownership has been crucial for the media to be 

able to investigate different holdings and to reveal suspicious activities. The party 

supporting the legislation is first and foremost the Federation of Finnish Financial 

Services (FFI). FFI’s incentive on the matter is higher incomes because of the 

increased competition that the securities markets will encounter if omnibus accounts 

are opened. Also discussion of the question if omnibus accounts need to be offered 

to all investors has been broad and different parties have differing views on the 

matter. 

 

 

4 CURRENT FINANCIAL REGULATION REGARDING OMNIBUS ACCOUNTS 

 

 

This section presents the recent updates to the new regulatory decisions that 

concern the legislation of securities markets and omnibus accounts. CSDR is a key 

element in harmonising the practices of securities settlement between the European 

member states. This section discusses also the Finnish Ministry of Finance’s efforts 

to amend the Finnish legislation in a way that enables the utilisation of the omnibus 

accounts in Finland. 
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4.1 The European Securities Markets 

 

There are many ways of holding securities in Europe, and various restrictions apply 

(see e.g. Association of Financial Markets in Europe, 2012 and European Central 

Bank, 2012). There are restrictions concerning how citizens of a certain country are 

able to hold their securities. Some countries approve only the use of direct holding 

accounts and some do not have the legislation that would define their use. For 

example, Greece does not allow the usage of omnibus accounts at all because the 

local legislation sees the account holder as the beneficial owner of the securities. 

Along with Finland, Portugal and Norway have limited the use of omnibus accounts 

to only foreign investors. Cyprus allows the use of omnibus accounts to only foreign 

investor-CSD’s but not foreign custodians. Slovakia does not allow investor-CSD’s 

to use omnibus accounts but accepts them for other investors. Poland had the same 

situation as Slovakia before, but the Central Securities Depository of Poland 

(KDPW) has allowed the use of omnibus accounts for all investors, including 

investor-CSD’s as of the beginning of 2013.  

 

4.2 Central Securities Depositories Regulation (CSDR) 

 

A new settlement and central depositories regulation has been adopted by the 

European Parliament and the Council of the European Union in 2014. It is a major 

development in building safer and more reliable settlement services between the 

EU member states. (European Commission, 2014a) The regulation is directly 

applicable and was entered into force on 17 September 2014 (European 

Commission, 2014b). 

 

CSDR was decreed to enhance harmonisation in the EU member states and to 

make CSD services more competitive. One major development in improving the 

competition is that companies now have a choice to issue their securities in any 

CSD in the EU member states. CSDR has unified regulations for all countries, and 
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therefore, the EU area will have a “single market” because issuing securities can be 

done in any CSD. (European Central Securities Depositaries Association, 2013, p. 

6) The regulation removes barriers and gives CSD’s a freedom to provide their 

services in other countries without having a subsidiary in that country. Also the 

regulation increases the performance of trading implementing a new two day 

settlement period (T+2) unless parties agree otherwise. (Valtiovarainministeriö, 

2014a, p. 26). Links will be built between CSD’s so that securities can be moved 

easier between markets (Valtiovarainministeriö, 2014b). 

 

Article 38 of the regulation addresses how participant countries’ CSD’s may handle 

their client segregation. It gives directions to how omnibus client segregation differs 

from individual client segregation. According to the article 38, a CSD must enable 

its participants to keep their customers’ securities in omnibus accounts (omnibus 

client segregation) as well as direct holding accounts. Participants in this context 

mean banks and brokerages that hold their book-entry accounts in the CSD’s. But 

whenever asked, the CSD’s need to allow their participants to segregate any 

customer’s securities from an omnibus account to an individual account (individual 

client segregation). The participants on the other hand must give their customers 

the choice to keep their securities in either omnibus account or individual account. 

However, there is an exception to the regulation which states that only individual 

account segregation can be used if required by the national law where citizens of, 

or legal persons of that country are established in. This exception means that 

omnibus accounts do not need to be offered in this exceptional case. It has been 

said that the exception was written because of countries that have direct holding 

accounts as market practice, such as Finland. Therefore based on the exception, 

Finland is not obliged to change its national law to allow omnibus accounts to its 

citizens. (European Union, 2014, pp. 44-45) 
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4.3 Target2 Securities (T2S) 

 

The European Central Bank (ECB) Governing Council made a decision in 2006 to 

start exploring a possibility to build a co-operative system for euro-countries, where 

securities settlement could be executed. The decision to launch Target2 Securities 

(T2S) was made in 2008. It is an extensive project in the European region to ensure 

a timely and accurate settlement of European securities and to harmonise the 

processes and regulation between the participating countries. (European Central 

Bank, 2015a) 

 

One of the key objectives of T2S is harmonisation. Post-trade processes are unified 

to make them more effective, cheaper and less risky. It is also a part of EU’s financial 

integration where only one single market for settlement services is being built. 

According to the survey of the Giovannini Group (2001), a cross-border transaction 

can require the use of eleven intermediaries at its highest, while a domestic 

transaction requires only five. Main product of T2S is the technical platform where 

all trades are settled and this way T2S brings more value to legislation and 

regulations that have been decreed by EU legislators. T2S uses CCP netting which 

is usually most effective way for settlement when the securities are held on omnibus 

accounts. The CCP’s would not need to inform the CSD to register the trades to the 

accounts but the entries can be done in some of the cases the custodians sub-

bookkeeping. Also the advisory group of T2S stated in 2012 that an investor-CSD 

participants should be able to hold resident and non-resident securities within 

omnibus accounts (European Central Bank, 2012). Therefore one main point to 

execute T2S effectively is the demand of multi-stage ownership structure in the 

participating countries. (European Central Bank, 2015b) (Valtiovarainministeriö, 

2010, p. 28) 

 

There are total of 23 central securities depositories in the European region that are 

moving to T2S. Participating CSD’s operate with euro as well as with various other 

currencies. The migration is done in four waves from which the first one went live 
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on 22 June 2015. The Finnish CSD Euroclear Finland is due to go live with the fourth 

wave on 6 February 2017. (European Central Bank, 2015c) Because Euroclear 

Finland has had two parallel securities depositories, one for money market 

instruments and second for all other instruments, it has had to prepare the systems 

into one so that the migration to T2S can be executed. The bond market instruments 

have been moved to a new TCS system called Infinity in 2014 and the plan is to 

move equity market instruments there in May 2016. Infinity was introduced because 

the existing systems did not have the capacity to adapt to the requirements of T2S. 

(Euroclear Finland, 2013) 

 

4.3.1 T2S effects to cross-border settlement 

 

T2S advances the financial integration in Europe by introducing identical instructions 

to cross-border settlement. Before T2S, transactions were made with various 

instructions. According to the Giovannini Group report (2001), one cross-border 

transaction could require even 11 intermediaries and 14 instructions. Compared to 

a domestic transaction, the required intermediaries are only five which makes cross-

border transactions pre-T2S complicated and expensive. In T2S the CSD’s are 

charged equal fees for domestic and cross-border transactions, which lowers the 

costs for CSD’s. One Delivery-versus-Payment (DVP) instruction will cost 0.15€ and 

matching the trade costs 0.03€. One transaction requires two instructions, so at its 

best a trade can be settled with 0.33€. There are also network communication costs 

that are entirely dependent on the CSD. These costs will be paid by the CSD 

participants. As a result of these new fees, the CSDs’ need to revise their own tariffs 

and it would be appropriate to charge the same fee for all transactions. (European 

Central Bank, 2014, pp. 113, 119-120) 
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4.4 The Finnish Securities Markets 

 

Euroclear Finland is currently operating as the only CSD in the Finnish Securities 

Markets, and thus, all Finnish securities are held in their registry. Euroclear Finland 

also holds the up-to-date information of securities holders because all holdings are 

matched daily with account operators. All Finnish investors hold their own 

segregated book-entry accounts through an account operator who is directly 

connected to Euroclear Finland. Accounts can be owned by one or in some cases 

multiple investors but in both cases the holders of the account are registered as 

owners to Euroclear Finland. (Valtiovarainministeriö, 2010, pp. 19-20) There are 

approximately 1.4 million book-entry accounts in Euroclear Finland at the moment 

(Euroclear Finland, 2015a). 

 

4.4.1 The Finnish book-entry system 

 

The Finnish book-entry system was introduced in 1992. After that all new issues are 

recorded as rights to securities to a book-entry system and not as physical 

securities. Every customer needs to hold their account under an account operator 

who is responsible for the book-entry account and delivers entries to the account. 

Custody services are subject to a license and custodians are operating under 

Finnish law and regulations given to them. Euroclear Finland monitors the amount 

of securities in book-entry accounts and compares it to the amount issued so that 

there can be no excess securities registered to the system than what were issued. 

(Valtiovarainministeriö, 2010, pp. 19-20) 

 

In Finland, trades are done via CSD or by using a Central Counterparty Clearing 

House (CCP). The general market practice in Finland is to settle all other securities 

than warrants and First North stocks by using CCP’s. However, all trades are 

ultimately settled in a CSD. Whenever a CCP is used, it acts as a counterparty in 

clearing and thus the intermediaries make the trades with the CCP, not with each 
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other. CCP also nets the transactions that the intermediaries perform and informs 

them forward.  (Valtiovarainministeriö, 2010, pp. 24-26) 

 

4.4.2 Current state of omnibus accounts in Finland 

 

According to the current legislation in Finland, Section 5a of the Act on Book-Entry 

Accounts (827/1991), only foreign investors have the opportunity to use omnibus 

accounts when investing in Finnish securities through Finnish custodians. The 

account can be then opened as a custodial nominee account (omnibus account) 

where the custodian is registered as the beneficiary of the account to the CSD and 

the beneficial owner can only be seen from the custodians bookkeeping. The 

procedure with foreign customers is that they usually hold a custody account 

through their own custodian abroad and that custodian opens a custody account 

with a Finnish account operator, who then opens an omnibus account to Euroclear 

Finland. All Finnish securities owned by the foreign custodian’s customers are held 

in that omnibus account and the Finnish custodian acts as a middleman in all 

transactions and corporate actions. Finnish investors on the other hand are obliged 

to use direct holding accounts and are not allowed to transfer their securities to other 

countries but need to hold them in a Finnish book-entry account. 

(Valtiovarainministeriö, 2010, p. 20) As mentioned before, there are some 

controversies in this statement, and the obligation to hold Finnish securities in direct 

holding accounts is somewhat unclear at the moment (see Kauppalehti, 2015a). 

Although it is uncertain if omnibus accounts can already be utilised through foreign 

custodians, the matter does not affect the layout of this study nor the main research 

question. However, this possibility is to some extent kept in mind throughout the 

study. 

 

In multi-stage ownership chains, information of the owner can be found in level one 

of the chain, which is closest to the end-investor, but on level two there is only record 

of the owner’s custodian. This chain continues until it reaches the CSD on level X. 

The chains may have participants from multiple countries and depending on the 
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level of the chain, that country’s legislation is applied. For example in Finland the 

custodian is obliged to inform the name and number of securities to the Finnish 

Financial Supervisory Authority. If the custodian does not hold that information, they 

must provide the corresponding information of the owner’s agent and agent’s 

assurance that the owner is not Finnish. (Valtiovarainministeriö, 2010, pp. 20-21) 

 

Finland does not have sufficient legislation of foreign customers’ omnibus account 

holdings or Finnish customers’ foreign securities holdings. Therefore it is natural that 

CSDR raises concerns which drive to change the legislation so that the possible 

problem situations can be handled inside the Finnish justice system and not on the 

EU level. Before the legislation has been decreed, Finland should not open omnibus 

accounts to Finnish investors because of the lacking legislation on the matter. 

Otherwise the legal relationship of the securities owner and custodian is unclear and 

can lead to difficult situations when problems occur. (Valtiovarainministeriö, 2010, 

pp. 28-29) 

 

4.5 Finnish legislation on CSD’s and securities settlement  

 

An expert group was put together on 21 March 2014 in order to assess how the 

Central Securities Depositories Regulation affects the Finnish Securities Markets 

and how Finland can integrate its own legislation with it. New Finnish law on book-

entry securities system and settlement was supposed to be decreed at the end of 

year 2014 but the proposal received very negative feedback and the legislation had 

to be suspended. (Valtioneuvosto, 2015) The matter of omnibus accounts has been 

discussed for several years but no change in legislation has ever been made to 

allow the usage of omnibus accounts. After CSDR the Finnish regulators have a 

distinct impulse to change the legislation. Before this kind of impulse was not 

present and it may have affected why any decisions regarding the matter has not 

been made. 
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The Ministry of Finance started to examine to change the legislation in early 2014. 

The legislation draft has experienced many versions since then and new information 

on markets have surfaced on many occasions. Despite of many different drafts, it 

seems clear that when the legislation is changed, direct holding account usage will 

not be prohibited from Finnish investors. And in case the omnibus account structure 

is opened to all investors in some point in the future, they will still have the possibility 

to utilise also direct holding accounts. There are a number of reasons for this. One 

is that the Finnish Securities Markets have been built to work with a direct holding 

account system and many functionalities have been constructed according to that. 

Another reason is that because there are approximately 1.4 million book-entry 

accounts in Euroclear Finland, forcing the investors to move their holdings to 

omnibus accounts is a task that would require huge amounts of labor force because 

the transactions would probably have to be done manually. There is no point of 

forbidding the use of direct holding accounts, because they are also the best option 

for some investors who can’t gain as much benefits from using omnibus accounts. 

This statement is discussed further in the analysis section. Next this study presents 

shortly the phases of the legislation draft and the feedback it has received. 

 

4.5.1 First legislation draft in 1 July 2014 

 

The regulatory group sent a request of statements in July 2014 to 41 authorities and 

corporations asking for their view on the first government legislation draft. The group 

proposed that using omnibus accounts would be permitted to all investors, including 

Finnish investors. The proposition followed CSDR and argued that allowing omnibus 

account usage is the only way to fully open issuer competition and to gain all benefits 

that were the purpose of CSDR. The responses were divided. Some parties stated 

that opening omnibus accounts to Finnish investors needs to be done in order to 

fully implement all benefits from CSDR. If using omnibus accounts is not permitted, 

it means that also Finland’s CSD Euroclear Finland will have the duty to keep 

records of Finnish share owners. Therefore Finnish companies do not have the 

possibility to use foreign CSD’s when issuing securities because foreign CSD’s do 
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not have the capabilities to keep these kind of records. On the other hand some 

parties stated that opening omnibus account usage to Finnish investors destroys 

the transparency of the Finnish Securities Markets. They argued that it increases 

the black markets and enables investors to hide their securities ownership behind a 

complicated owning structure. Because of mixed feedback, the Finnish Government 

regrouped the project to continue assessing the legislation draft. 

(Valtiovarainministeriö, 2014c, pp. 2-3) 

 

4.5.2 Second legislation draft in 14 November 2014 

 

The Finnish Government announced in November 2014 that the legislation draft has 

been changed and is again opened for statements. The group suggested not to 

allow omnibus accounts for Finnish investors but to use the exception of CSDR 

article 38, subsection 5 where it is said that a CSD and its participants shall provide 

individual clients segregation for citizens and residents of, and legal persons 

established in, a Member State where required under the national law of the 

Member State under which the securities are constituted as it stands at 17 

September 2014 (European Union, 2014, p. 45). Therefore the group proposed that 

Finland will continue as before with the direct owning model that demands individual 

client separation. This means that Finnish investors cannot hold Finnish shares in 

other than Finnish book-entry accounts that are directly registered to their name in 

a CSD. In practice this means that the only CSD where Finnish investors can hold 

their Finnish securities is Euroclear Finland. Parties supporting the proposition state 

that all shares owned by Finnish investors can be then detected easier because 

investors do not have the possibility to use complicated omnibus accounts. This 

results in transparent securities markets, which is already an asset of the Finnish 

Securities Markets compared to some others. According to the previous secretary 

of Ministry of Finance Antti Rinne, it is important for Finland to keep Finnish 

securities public in order to have transparency of the owners (Valtiovarainministeriö, 

2014d). This means that that all individuals, entities and media can have up-to-date 

information of Finnish shareowners whenever they need it. 
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The Ministry of Finance requested that the statements regarding the new legislation 

draft concentrate on individual customer separation and the publicity of share 

owners. The received statements had generally speaking a negative tone towards 

the suggested legislation. Many parties stated that the model does not have positive 

effects on competition, which was one of CSDR’s main goals. Also the use of 

exception rule was seen as complicated and cost-affectless. (Valtiovarainministeriö, 

2015a, pp. 1-2) 

 

A debate whether to open omnibus accounts to Finnish investors has been heated 

since the first legislation draft was presented (see e.g. Taloussanomat, 2014a, 

Helsingin Sanomat, 2015b and Talouselämä, 2015). Many parties have their opinion 

about the matter and there have been claims such as that Finnish investors will 

move their holdings to other countries and this way try to hide their holdings from 

Finnish authorities. Tools are being built in order for taxation authorities to receive 

all trading information from other countries’ central securities depositories. These 

tools are discussed further in the paper. 

 

The legislation was supposed to become active in 2014 but because of the 

controversial feedback, it is has not yet been presented to the Finnish Parliament. 

Last paper published regarding the second draft was in March 2015 which contained 

the feedback to the legislation proposition from 14 November 2014. After almost a 

year from the latest published draft, the Ministry of Finance began to further the 

legislation change in October 2015 and pursued to have it decreed before 2016. 

 

4.5.3 Third legislation draft in 21 October 2015 

 

The Ministry of Finance published an announcement on 2 October 2015 stating that 

they are drafting a new proposal, which would open the use of omnibus accounts to 

Finnish investors (Valtiovarainministeriö, 2015b). This is directly the opposite than 

what the second draft on November 2014 aspired to. According to the bulletin, 
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investors would have the choice of keeping their holdings in a segregated account 

or moving them to an omnibus account. The Ministry of Finance rationalized this 

choice with the fact that it is necessary for opening the competition between CSD’s 

and banks. The argumentation in favor of the draft stated that if omnibus accounts 

are not opened to all investors (in this case Finnish investors), there is a possibility 

that Finland becomes isolated from other countries and capital will flee Finland 

because of its difficult regulation. Also if omnibus accounts are not utilised, it would 

mean that no foreign CSD can enter the Finnish Securities Markets because they 

do not have the adequate tools to function in a direct holding account system. 

Foreign CSD’s are mostly concentrated on omnibus account structured markets and 

would need to make major efforts in system development in order to be able to 

operate in Finland. One more barrier for foreign CSD’s to enter Finnish markets is 

that the current Finnish legislation states that a CSD operating in Finland must be a 

Finnish limited company and hold its headquarters in Finland. Without a legislation 

change the competition of CSD’s will not actualise. The proposal was presented on 

21 October 2015.  

 

The discussion of the matter has been broad and it escalated at the end of 

November 2015. The Minister of Finance Alexander Stubb stated in front of the 

Finnish Parliament that 90 percent of the statements which the omnibus account 

reform has received, have been positive towards the matter. The percentage was 

incorrect and raised a heated discussion, which lead to questions if there should be 

a vote of confidence regarding Stubb. The Minister admitted that the number was 

incorrect and that it was given by mistake (Yle, 2015). Five days after the incorrect 

statement Stubb announced that the reform of omnibus accounts has been 

withdrawn from the legislation draft (Uusi Suomi, 2015). Consequently, Finland will 

utilize the previously presented exception of CSDR article 38, subsection 5. Due to 

this, the usage of omnibus accounts will not be accepted to Finnish investors in the 

near future. However, the possibility to present the reform in the future exists. 

Because of the repeated attempts to accept the usage of omnibus accounts in 

Finland, it is likely that the attempts will continue in the future. 
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5 ANALYSIS OF THE COSTS AND BENEFITS OF OMNIBUS ACCOUNTS 

 

 

According to financial experts who have given their statements regarding the 

legislation drafts in 2014 and 2015 (see e.g. Valtiovarainministeriö, 2014c and 

Valtiovarainministeriö, 2015a), the benefits that would be gained from Target2 

Securities and CSDR are not applicable in Finland, unless the usage of omnibus 

accounts is opened to Finnish investors. According to the latest information of the 

topic, omnibus accounts will not be introduced in Finland when the amendment is 

given. 

 

This analysis is based on the image that the usage of omnibus accounts is opened 

to Finnish investors. Although the reform was withdrawn from the current legislation 

draft, it can be introduced in the future. A basic assumption is also that Finnish 

investors will have the possibility to keep their securities in direct holding accounts, 

as before. Therefore investors have the choice of keeping their holdings as they are 

or moving them to an omnibus account. Either of these decisions can be beneficial 

for the investor. In order for banks to be able to offer omnibus account structured 

securities holding, they are first and foremost required to view their operations and 

analyse what kind of changes their systems and other operations need so that the 

implementation of the omnibus account structure can be executed. The structure 

may also require some additional developments such as possible new channels 

where information on the investors must be disclosed to. All banks who want to 

benefit from the use of omnibus accounts are subject to additional development 

costs to ensure their systems work according to the needs of the new structure. All 

of these changes and requirements are discussed with more depth in this section of 

this study. 

 

The possibility to use the omnibus account structure in parallel with the direct 

ownership structure has numerous effects, not only on account operators and 
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investors, but on other market participants as well. According to this study’s 

research plan, only the costs and benefits to the account operators and investors 

are being discussed, including increased competition, the impact on costs on the 

CSD level as well as between account operators and other intermediaries, and the 

legal status of the beneficial owner of the securities. These aspects are discussed 

in the following sections. 

 

5.1 Increased competition 

 

If the Finnish investors had a possibility to use omnibus accounts, it would have a 

clear effect on the competition. Increased competition is also one of the main goals 

of the securities settlement harmonisation and CSDR. Although the Finnish CSD 

Euroclear Finland states that other countries would be moving towards direct owning 

system, which Finland has at the moment, it does not support the goals of CSDR 

and has only negative effect on for example settlement costs (Euroclear Finland, 

2014c). In G20 countries’ meeting on 16 November 2014 the participant countries 

concluded that the information of the beneficial ownership of financial instruments 

needs to be ensured in order to improve the transparency of legal persons and 

arrangements (G20, 2014). It is justifiable to claim that Euroclear Finland has very 

bias perspective towards opening omnibus accounts because of its current situation 

as the only CSD in Finland. According to different surveys (see e.g. Association of 

Financial Markets in Europe, 2012), the use of omnibus accounts has greater 

benefits than the use of segregated accounts when operating in a cross-border 

environment. Segregated accounts serve only the purpose of domestic securities 

holding and do not bring value to international securities holding. If segregated book-

entry accounts would be introduced to all securities markets, all securities holders 

would need to open their own segregated book-entry accounts to the CSD level. 

Having hundreds of millions of book-entry accounts segregated by owner would not 

be a sustainable situation and therefore there is no reason to believe that the 

markets would strive towards this kind of situation. There are probably other options 
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how to implement the beneficial ownership transparency as discussed in the G20 

meeting. 

 

Should the omnibus accounts be applicable, the Finnish and foreign account 

operators and custodians would have more options to tailor their services to the 

customers. An example from real life is a Dutch remote broker Degiro, who has 

entered the Finnish Securities Markets and offers omnibus accounts also for those 

Finnish investors, who invest in Finnish stocks (Taloussanomat, 2015a). It is 

obvious that Degiro’s operations cause confusion, because of the previously 

discussed unclear legal situation in Finland. The company states that MIFID, which 

regulates the operations of financial market, enables their operations in all countries 

in which the directive is applicable, including Finland. Because Finnish legislation 

cannot be applied to foreign participants, foreign custodians follow their local 

legislation and Finland cannot intervene to prohibit their operations in the Finnish 

Securities Markets. The Finnish Ministry of Finance also stated that Finnish 

investors have already had the possibility to hold their securities in omnibus 

accounts if the service provider is foreign (Kauppalehti, 2015a). It seems apparent 

that because of the situation’s uncertainty, foreign custodian’s services can be 

utilised in case Finnish investors want to hold their securities through an omnibus 

account. 

 

Because of the unclear legal situation, the competition in Finland is restrained. 

Finnish market participants are restricted to conduct in certain kind of operations. 

For example, Finnish participants are prohibited to offer omnibus accounts to 

Finnish investors. Finland cannot forbid foreign participants to enter the Finnish 

markets, and thus they have broader abilities to offer services to Finnish investors 

than the Finnish participants. For example Degiro offers very low tariffs as compared 

to its Finnish competitors (Degiro, 2015). One reason for such low fees is the fact 

that Degiro operates using omnibus accounts and can therefore settle transactions 

with lower tariffs than those participants who use direct holding accounts.  
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The position of being an account operator offers multiple possibilities. The account 

operator status is not granted for all, but only a handful of operators in the Finnish 

Securities Markets have the status. A bank can operate directly under a CSD when 

they have an account operator status, which allows keeping their book-entry 

accounts directly in the CSD level and excluding another custodian in between. 

Increased competition also has major effects on trading and settlement costs. The 

cost perspective is discussed more broadly later. 

 

5.1.1 CSD competition 

 

CSDR offers central securities depositories a possibility to enter foreign securities 

markets without any further authorisation. A CSD can enter any European market 

and act according to the authorisation and supervision of its home country’s 

authorities. Therefore it may operate as an issuer-CSD or an investor-CSD. 

(European Commission, 2014c) The problem between Finnish legislation and 

CSDR is that Finnish legislation does not currently provide a foreign CSD with the 

opportunity to enter Finnish Securities markets and CSDR allows it.  

 

The question of “does CSDR require countries to have a multi-stage account 

structure?” has been widely debated in the press and in the statements for and 

against the legislation drafts. The importance of CSDR should not be drawn from 

any constraints it may or may not hold. The focus should be concentrated on 

evaluating the effects on CSDR to the Finnish Securities Markets in terms of 

competition and change the legislation according to that. Of course there are also 

other views that need to be taken into consideration. The aim of CSDR is to increase 

the competition for all securities markets so that everyone can benefit from it. If 

Finland does not open the omnibus account structure to all investors, foreign CSD’s 

will not enter Finnish Securities Markets due to the fact that they would need to build 

systems that support the direct owning structure. Although Finland seems to be 

changing its legislation so that foreign CSD’s are allowed to enter the Finnish 

Securities Markets in the future, foreign CSD’s who do not hold the platforms for 
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direct ownership structure may find it too difficult and expensive to enter the 

markets. Because in most markets the practice is to use multi-stage ownership 

chains, participants of foreign markets have developed their IT-systems according 

to their structure and do not possess the tools needed for handling direct ownership 

chains. Therefore by allowing Finnish investors to use omnibus accounts the 

barriers for investor-CSD’s to enter the Finnish Securities Markets would be 

removed and thus also Finnish companies would have the possibility to issue 

securities in other markets. According to the latest legislation draft, Finnish issuers 

would be required to make a contract with the chosen CSD that requires the CSD 

to disclose the securities’ owner information to the Finnish authorities. 

(Valtiovarainministeriö, 2015d) This will have an effect on CSD pricing and therefore 

on the pricing of the whole securities settlement chain. 

 

Increased competition would benefit the Finnish Securities Markets as a whole. 

Euroclear Finland is an operator with a high profit margin. Competition would put 

pressure on Euroclear Finland to lower its tariffs because large European CSD’s 

would have the opportunity to enter Finnish markets. Custodians would have a 

choice between multiple CSD’s and this would have a positive effect on the 

transparency on the CSD level tariffs. CSDR also requires CSD’s to have linkages 

between each other. This allows custodians to move securities between CSD’s and 

to centralize their holdings in those CSD’s that have the lowest tariffs for services. 

 

Increased competition has its positive and negative aspects. On the other hand the 

investors benefit because the prices are competitive among service providers but 

the custodians will lose customers to other operators because customers may find 

their services and tariffs more appealing. Foreign service providers will enter Finnish 

Securities Markets as some already have (e.g. Degiro). The competition of 

customers will increase and all custodians need to evaluate their costs again. 

 

A threat to all account operators in the market is to lose Finnish customers, because 

especially large-scale operating investors, such as institutional investors may want 
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to find global custodians who can offer custody and settlement services with lower 

fees (Valtiovarainministeriö, 2002, p. 65). Using a global custodian is easier than 

opening custody accounts with multiple local custodians in different markets. The 

global custodian can be seen as a service provider who opens the custody accounts 

with the local custodians with its own name and sells the service to its customers. 

The other option for global custodians is to have their own branches in all the 

markets and therefore they don’t need to use external custodians. (Lannoo & Levin, 

2001, p. 4) 

 

All services that custodians decide to offer have an effect on the attractiveness of 

their business. One strength that Finnish account operators have against their future 

foreign competitors, is offering the disclosure of tax information automatically to the 

prefilled tax return. This is a service that would require foreign custodians’ to develop 

their IT platforms because there is no ready template that could be integrated to the 

Finnish taxation authorities’ needs. Taxation aspects are discussed more broadly 

later in this section. 

 

5.1.2 The possibility for an account operator to change status 

 

In case omnibus accounts are allowed for Finnish investors, account operators have 

the opportunity to contemplate their status in the markets and see if the position they 

have is adequate in terms of their needs. Omnibus account structure allows the 

account operators to become customers of another account operator or custodian, 

where they could open less accounts on CSD level and keep only those that they 

need for their operations. Obviously this would be difficult for large account 

operators, because they would first be required to have an approval from all existing 

customers to move the securities to an omnibus account. Although it would not be 

probable that many account operators would abandon their status as an account 

operator, is should be kept in mind. It is also possible to utilise this in case of new 

customers and to slowly move the operations towards being no more an account 

operator. It opens new possibilities for account operators to reduce costs even more. 
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All account operators should examine their services and determine if it is reasonable 

to keep the account operator status in the securities markets in the future. The 

further the chain of custodians reaches, the higher are also the expenses because 

all levels will gather their own tariffs from the next level and the final operator pays 

the final amount. 

 

5.1.3 Practical aspects for account operators 

 

When the omnibus account structure is accepted to Finnish investors, there are 

some actions account operators should and should not perform. Because of the 

negativity and concerning attitude that has been around omnibus accounts in the 

press, retail investors can find the new structure to be too complicated and may 

easily attach it to tax avoidance. The matter’s reportage in the press has mostly 

viewed omnibus accounts as a possibility of tax escaping at the expense of other 

tax payers. This certainly is not why the omnibus account structure is being pushed 

to the Finnish Securities Markets. Instead of retail investors there is a certain group 

of investors who would be interested in the possible benefits they can draw from the 

new account structure. The group includes professional investors such as asset 

managers as well as large-scale institutional investors and corporations, who are 

also the ones who can benefit from the lower transaction costs that omnibus account 

structure may provide. Those investors should receive information of the new 

account structure from the account operators first. 

 

Account operators can benefit from the omnibus account structure by offering them 

to the customers who have the ability to gain any benefits from it. For example, the 

bookkeeping of asset managers’ customers’ is currently done on multiple levels: on 

CSD level because of direct holding accounts, on account operator level as well as 

on the asset manager’s own systems. There are no benefits to keep this kind of 

multi-stage bookkeeping of the asset managers’ customers’ holdings. On the 

contrary, it creates unnecessary costs because when a transaction is done in one 
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customer’s account, all levels of bookkeeping must be balanced accordingly and no 

netting can be done on any level.  

 

When considering the structure of accounts if omnibus accounts can be utilised, the 

account operators should take notice from the processes of foreign securities and 

how they are currently held. Figure 7 depicts an account structure in which a Finnish 

investor holds foreign securities through a Finnish custodian. The foreign sub-

custodian opens an omnibus account for the Finnish custodian, where either one or 

more than one customer’s securities can be kept. The records of the foreign CSD 

shows that the omnibus account is held by the name of the foreign custodian on 

behalf of its customers. If the foreign custodian is a large-scale operator, it benefits 

all parties if the omnibus accounts are used for multiple customers. So for instance, 

the omnibus account that the foreign sub-custodian opens in Germany, is used for 

all of its customers’ holdings, including the Finnish custodian’s customers’ holdings. 

Therefore all parties benefit because of the reduced costs, as will be explained later 

in this study. It is also possible to open a direct holding account for customers that 

hold foreign securities. The procedure is common for example with large-scale 

institutional investors whose interest are from the taxation stand point. In this case 

the account is opened directly to the foreign CSD as a customer account. The 

taxation of the investor can then be accurately performed through the whole chain 

of custodians. Depending on the customer, the omnibus account structure may bring 

additional benefits or vice versa is not a truly considerable alternative, because of 

for example taxation aspects. 
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Figure 7. Account structure for foreign securities 

 

5.1.4 An example of the omnibus account structure 

 

The structure of foreign custody accounts can be utilised when considering the way 

how omnibus account structure can be built to hold Finnish securities. This section 

provides an example of how building an omnibus account structure can be done. 

The presented figures are merely examples of a possible structure that the account 

operators can use when implementing omnibus accounts into their operations. It 

also acts as a basis for the sections where other aspects such as securities 

settlement and corporate actions are discussed.  

 

An account operator should assess what is the most beneficial account structure 

regarding their own operations. The basic structure would be to have all omnibus 

account using customers’ holdings on one omnibus account. In order to receive full 

benefits from the omnibus account structure, all customers who conduct in trading 

should move their securities to omnibus accounts in order for the participants to be 

able to net more trades. However, there are also other aspects to consider such as 

how the processes of the account operators can adapt to different kind of situations. 
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Account operators should aim at developing a model when opening new book-entry 

accounts for customers. Therefore the current account operators in the Finnish 

Securities Markets should focus on providing two alternative account types to 

investors. Certainly account operators do not want all customers to start utilising 

omnibus accounts. Depending on the systems and abilities of the account operator, 

they can steer customers into using the account type which would be most 

convenient for the customer as well as the account operator when considering its 

processes, systems and taxation. For example if an account operator is not 

adequate to offer omnibus accounts to retail investors because of undeveloped IT-

systems, it can steer retail investors into using direct holding accounts with the 

means of pricing of the account and transactions. Omnibus accounts should 

definitely be offered to customers only after when the processes and structures are 

polished and tested to ensure that they work in that account operators interfaces. 

 

Figure 8 provides an example of how the omnibus account structure can be 

constructed from the viewpoint of the account operator. The account operator opens 

omnibus accounts on CSD level accordingly to its needs. The account operator can 

decide how it divides its customers’ holdings to the omnibus accounts in case it has 

customers who want to hold their securities on an omnibus account. The model of 

having only one omnibus account on the CSD level may be hard to implement on 

the account operator processes. Instead, the divide should be based on the 

operations of the account operator and the abilities of their IT-systems. The account 

operators should consider also different kinds of corporate actions and how they 

can be processed when using omnibus account structure. The example on Figure 

8 has different omnibus accounts for individual and corporate customers because 

of their different kind of tax treatment. Bundling of customers’ needs has to be done 

on the basis of some principle and tax treatment is one of them. For example yield 

payments are easier to perform in case the tax treatment of customers in one 

omnibus account is the same. 
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For example, one omnibus account can be opened for each asset manager, one for 

individual customers and one for corporate customers, as shown in Figure 8. There 

are also countless of other alternatives that the account operator can consider. In 

order to gain most benefits from netting of the trades, the less accounts the operator 

has on the CSD level, the better. Therefore the account operators should strive for 

the situation where the majority of customers’ holdings are in one omnibus account. 

The omnibus accounts can be combined after the processes are proven to work 

according to the operator’s needs. In case of asset manager’s customers, the 

account information on the CSD level will match to the account information in the 

account operator’s platform and the classification of end-customer holdings 

happens only in the asset manager’s own sub-bookkeeping. The sub-bookkeeping 

also provides the taxation declarations and yearly account statements to the 

customers. The double-bookkeeping will come to an end as parties will benefit from 

the lower transaction costs that will follow. 

 

 

Figure 8. An example of an account structure for omnibus accounts 
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5.2 The cost perspective 

 

If Finland was to implement multi-stage segregation of book-entry accounts, the 

participants do not gain benefits from it unless their customers are willing to move 

their securities to the omnibus accounts. Evidence from example Sweden shows 

that customers cannot be forced to use omnibus accounts but instead the customers 

must give their consent to the matter. Even though Sweden gives its citizens the 

possibility to use omnibus accounts, there are still at least 3 million book-entry 

accounts in Euroclear Sweden (European Central Bank, 2013). This shows that 

although there is the possibility to utilize omnibus accounts, not all customers use 

them. In Euroclear Finland there are approximately 1.4 million book-entry accounts 

at the moment (Euroclear Finland, 2015a). The omnibus account structure is 

certainly not the best way for all investors to hold their securities but it benefits some 

more than the other. The custodians need to ensure their customers that using 

omnibus accounts is as safe as direct owning and explain the benefits gained from 

using them. One incentive is to offer the customers lower fees when using omnibus 

accounts. 

 

According to the study of Liljeblom, the cost benefits that come from central 

counterparty usage cannot be harnessed entirely in the Finnish Securities Markets 

because of the lack of omnibus accounts (Valtiovarainministeriö, 2010). When using 

CCP’s the intermediaries can net their trades and are required to send or receive 

only one net amount of securities of a kind according to the CCP instructions. If an 

intermediary then needs to divide the securities to their customers on CSD level, the 

costs will be higher in comparison to the situation if the securities would be directed 

to only one omnibus account and the registries to customers would be done on the 

custodians sub-bookkeeping instead of on the CSD level. Therefore when using 

direct holding accounts, the netting has no impact on securities transfers but instead 

all of them need to be executed on the CSD level. In addition to this the intermediary 

will make registries to its sub-bookkeeping where the holdings of customers change 

according to the trades they have made. This can be viewed as a situation where 
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the registries are done twice, first on the CSD level and also on the custodian’s sub-

bookkeeping.  

 

A practical example of the matter is shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10. The figures 

demonstrate a situation where three customers of a same custodian buy the same 

security, each 100 shares. The figures clearly show how CSD level costs are 

calculated in case of using direct holding accounts and in case of a common 

omnibus account. If customer holdings are kept in direct holding accounts, the 

intermediary needs to pay a fee for each customer account because all transactions 

are done on CSD level. When using omnibus accounts, the number of CSD level 

registries performed by the intermediary is lower. In case all customers have direct 

holding accounts, the registries have to be made with account by account basis. If 

customers would keep their holdings in an omnibus account, which is then divided 

to custody accounts in the custodians sub-bookkeeping, the registries in the CSD 

level decrease which results in less CSD level costs for the intermediary. 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Transactions with direct holding accounts 
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Figure 10. Transactions with omnibus account structure 

 

The question whether also other parties besides banks benefit from the lower 

settlement costs, is interesting. There are arguments stating that the cost reductions 

do not reach investors and instead investors will become payers of this new 

securities holding system. One of the main supporters of omnibus accounts has 

been The Federation of Finnish Financial Services, FFI (Finanssialan keskusliitto, 

FK), who runs the interests of market participants such as banks, dealers, insurance 

companies and financial employers. Omnibus account structure allows new 

participants to enter the Finnish Securities Markets which has a clear impact on 

competition. Therefore it should lower the prices of settlement and safekeeping, at 

least according to the supply-demand laws. Whenever the price of a good or service 

decreases, the demand of that product increases and vice versa (Mankiw, 2004). 

The increased competition will give account operators the possibility to consider the 

level of their fees. 

 

If the choice between a direct holding account and an omnibus account is given to 

the customer, many might not experience any benefits from having an omnibus 

account, for example if they do not conduct in a lot of trading. Many investors 

currently holding free book-entry accounts in Euroclear Finland are investors who 
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hold one or two securities, for example shares of phone companies, which were 

given to the customers of land line phone companies. Euroclear Finland does not 

provide broker services and imposes a large tariff for those who make trades to their 

book-entry account via other brokers. Therefore customers who trade often, most 

likely benefit from using a service provider who has custody services as well as 

broker services. The investors who hold book-entry accounts in Efi are not the ones 

who benefit from multi-stage ownership because of limited entries to their book-entry 

accounts and will probably move their securities to a bank where they hold other 

banking services as well, or do not move them at all.  

 

As mentioned before, all Finnish investors should examine the possibilities of 

different kind of safekeeping accounts when granted the option to use omnibus 

accounts. Presumably more market operators will enter the Finnish Securities 

Markets offering their services to either institutional customers and/or individual 

customers. Therefore the competition of customers will drive the prices of 

safekeeping and settlement down. Also when other CSD’s are allowed to enter the 

markets, the monopoly of Euroclear Finland will seize to exist and CSD services are 

opened to competition. CSDs’ then present their safekeeping fees to custodians, 

who choose a CSD with the most suitable services and charges for their own needs. 

 

5.2.1 A comparison of settlement costs in Finland and in other countries 

 

According to Liljeblom’s survey (Valtiovarainministeriö, 2010), the settlement costs 

for Finnish investors when trading with Finnish securities are significantly higher 

when comparing to the situation in most European countries. She concludes that 

domestic settlement costs are approximately four times as high as the respective 

costs in Europe. The settlement with an omnibus account results in the same costs 

as a domestic trade in Europe costs. The difference between a Finnish domestic 

settlement cost and a European one is very significant and shows how expensive it 

is for Finnish investors to invest in their homeland. 
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European settlement costs are often compared to settlement costs in the United 

States. Many studies show that cross-border settlement has higher costs than 

domestic settlement (see e.g. Lannoo & Levin, 2001). The evidence that operating 

costs are higher in cross-border trades than in domestic trades indicate that there is 

a higher pressure in lowering cross-border settlement costs. Target2 Securities 

project aims to lower settlement costs with the new platform for domestic as well as 

for cross-border trading. The development expenses for all parties involved are high, 

but the costs of settlement will become lower in the new platform. Also the use of 

omnibus accounts brings additional cost savings especially if a netting central 

counterparty is used. Finnish intermediaries already use central counterparty 

netting. However, they are able to benefit from other forms of netting in case they 

are able to utilize omnibus accounts. This results to lower transaction costs. 

 

5.2.2 Other costs 

 

The situation in which the Finnish legislation does not allow the use of omnibus 

accounts leads also to other excess costs besides the higher settlement costs. 

When a customer owns a multi-listed stock they have bought from another stock 

exchange, they cannot transfer the stock to their Finnish book-entry account without 

first converting it to a Finnish equivalent of that stock. Multi-listing (also known as 

cross-listing) means that a stock is listed on more than one stock exchange. The 

stocks have the same ISIN-code, which is an indicator of the stocks identity, but the 

trading codes are different on each market. The stocks can also be quoted with the 

same or different currencies. The converting problem raises from the Finnish 

legislation; if a Finnish custodian wishes to hold a multi-listed foreign stock, they are 

not allowed to keep it in the market where it was listed, if the market is foreign. To 

hold the securities, they must be converted first to the Finnish stock and only 

thereafter it will be possible to hold those with a Finnish custodian. Even though the 

stock can be considered as foreign, it is in fact a domestic stock, in which Finnish 

investors are not allowed to keep in omnibus accounts. 
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In case the omnibus account usage to Finnish investors will be allowed, it will put 

an end to this converting problem. Converting of the shares is usually performed on 

a customer-to-customer basis, and it includes manual work that cannot be 

automated. Costs for converting shares can be several hundred euros and therefore 

it should not be done in case of shares that have a small market value, because the 

costs would then exceed the benefits.  

 

5.2.3 Cost effects to account operators 

 

A cost estimation of a customer trade is presented in Table 1. The FOP column lists 

the fees payable for the custodian to make a trade from the customer’s account. 

The custodian pays twice the Account operator fee, T2S fee, FOP fee and matching 

fee and four times the ISO message fees (match, confirm, ISO status and 

allegement of the confirmation message). The fees are mostly paid in duplicate 

because the custodian must pay them at both ends of the trade; at the customer 

end and at the settlement account end. The total fee for one customer’s trade 

settlement is 1.096 euros. All of the balances go through the custodian’s settlement 

account which is used for CCP netting. Figure 11 depicts how a trade proceeds 

through the system. The DVP-fee is due to the transaction between the custodian’s 

settlement account and the CCP. It must be paid only once daily from each of the 

securities that were traded during that day. On the DVP-trade the custodian pays 

only at their end of the trade, paying consequently only a single fee. The solution for 

the reduction of the settlement costs is the lowering of the FOP-fees that are payable 

because every customer’s securities must be moved from their direct holding 

account to the settlement account. Utilisation of the omnibus account structure 

would be more beneficial in this case as it diminishes the amount of unnecessary 

transactions and registries on the CSD level. (Valtiovarainministeriö, 2010, p. 42) 
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Table 1. Settlement costs 

 

 

 

Figure 11. DVP and FOP costs in a trade 

 

Account operators have the possibility to gain cost savings by using omnibus 

accounts and netting central counterparties. Obviously the account operator must 

also estimate the development costs it will face if wanting to utilise omnibus 

accounts. The account operators, who already have operations in markets that use 

omnibus accounts may have lower development fees compared to other operators, 

because they can utilise their processes and systems used in the other markets. 

Account operators, who have business only in Finland, need to develop their 

systems more extensively and build a process model which they can use when 

dealing with omnibus accounts.  

 

As mentioned previously, the more customer accounts are in one omnibus account 

in a CSD, the less transactions needs to be done in that account. In an omnibus 

account structure the distribution of shares to end-investors does not happen on 

Fees FOP DVP

Account operator registry 0.18 0.36 0.18

T2S fee 0.10 0.20 0.10

FOP 0.12 0.24  -

DVP 0.58  - 0.58

Matching 0.07 0.14 0.07

ISO message 0.039 0.156 0.039

Total 1.096 1.008
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CSD level but instead the detailed information is handled only in the custodian’s 

bookkeeping. Each registration of securities which is done on the CSD level has an 

external cost. If all of the previously described transactions between direct holding 

accounts and the settlement account could be deleted and netting of securities 

would be utilised even broadly with the help of omnibus accounts, the costs of these 

transactions would no longer need to be paid. Then all of the customer trades could 

already be netted in the omnibus account level and balance sent to the settlement 

account (Valtiovarainministeriö, 2010, p. 41). This would require the custodian to 

pay only one FOP-fee per security. The situation is represented in Figure 12. Surely 

there are a number of issues that must be evaluated such as how for example pre-

entries to the accounts function and how certain part deliveries can be processed 

through the system. The provided model proves the depreciation of costs when 

using omnibus accounts and offers an insight on how omnibus accounts can be 

utilised. 

 

Figure 12. DVP and FOP fees when using an omnibus account 
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On the other hand there are fixed costs to many services that Euroclear Finland 

provides. When considering the fact that the transaction volume would decrease as 

a result of using omnibus accounts, it could lead to higher fixed costs charged by 

the CSD. Foreign intermediaries have been benefitting from the current situation 

where they can net their trades through CCP’s and have lower transaction volumes 

than their comparable Finnish intermediaries. If the cost structure would change so 

that fixed costs would have a larger portion of the overall expenses, this would 

benefit Finnish intermediaries because foreign participants would pay a relatively 

larger portion of the costs than currently. 

 

Account operators will also face excess costs because they would have to modify 

their systems in order to provide information on the securities holding to the Finnish 

authorities. At this stage it is unclear how the information will be distributed because 

the legislation regarding the matter is not completed. However, it seems likely that 

only Finnish custodians and those foreign custodians who keep a subsidiary in 

Finland have the obligation to disclose the information. This will result in Finnish 

account operators having more costs than their foreign competitors because they 

need to modify their systems according to the new regulation. Depending on how 

the information will be gathered in the future, account operators’ may have to build 

new interfaces or have the option to use the existing tools to disclose the 

information. 

 

The previously mentioned safekeeping fees are controversial. The current 

legislation requires CSD’s to offer free safekeeping for those investors, who keep 

their book-entry accounts through the CSD’s account operator (Finlex, 1991).  In 

this case the account operator Euroclear Finland offers free book-entry accounts to 

its customers. The obligation to offer them has been constituted in Finnish legislation 

Act on the Book-entry System chapter 6 section 8. It also states that the tariffs are 

charged from the security issuing companies. (Finlex, 2012b). The latest legislation 

draft in Finland suggests that the obligation to offer free safekeeping of book-entry 

accounts will discontinue. Therefore Euroclear Finland has the possibility to price 
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their safekeeping in the future. Also the account operators are to revise their 

safekeeping fees so that they can direct their customers’ into using whichever 

account type that would be most beneficial for them. For example an account 

operator can provide a higher safekeeping fee for an omnibus account using 

customer, while the transaction costs would be lower in that case. The situation 

depends completely on the level of competition and also the pricing of competitors 

affect the tariffs of individual account operators. 

 

The safekeeping fees would become lower for account operators if they would utilise 

omnibus accounts. Every book-entry account on Euroclear Finland has a tariff of 

0,026 euros (applicable from 30 April 2015). In addition the account operators are 

imposed to a tariff that is dependent on the value of the securities held on its 

accounts. (Euroclear Finland, 2015b). Naturally the central securities depositories 

would revise their tariffs in case omnibus accounts are allowed in Finland, because 

it would result in fewer accounts on the CSD level. Therefore the exact cost changes 

on safekeeping are hard to estimate. 

 

5.3 Cost effect on stock prices  

 

Many studies examine the relationship between a securities transaction costs and 

the liquidity of that security. The study of Nordén (2009)  presents evidence that the 

reduction in futures markets exchange fees resulted in increased volatility and 

liquidity of those assets, which means higher risk and better convertibility of assets. 

The theory is also supported by the studies of Holden et al. (2014) and 

Jenwittayaroje et al. (2015), who conclude that trading activity increases whenever 

costs of trading decrease. Investing in domestic securities has been comparatively 

expensive for Finnish investors and the attractiveness of the markets will increase 

in case the costs decrease. 
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Another view on the matter is the question that if trading volume increases, what 

happens to trading costs? Malkamäki (1999) and Schmiedel et al. (2006) show that 

because a large part of trading facilities costs are fixed, they benefit financially if 

transaction volume is increased. So in general, the proportional part of trading costs 

per transaction becomes lower when the liquidity of the markets increase. Once 

higher liquidity is achieved in the markets, the efficiency of the pricing of the 

securities increases because the trading volume is higher. Also when there are less 

additional costs, the return of the security according to the return-risk matrix will 

increase. In case trading costs decrease, investors are probably inspired to invest 

abroad and this provides more liquidity to those markets. This result can be turned 

around stating that if transaction volume increases, the costs of trading are not as 

high to participants proportional to lower trading volumes. It supports the idea that 

lower transaction costs result in higher liquidity.  

 

Transaction costs affect also other issues than liquidity. For example Schmiedel et 

al. (2006) found evidence that lower transaction costs have direct positive effect on 

international portfolio diversification. Also Giddy et al. (1996) state that clearing and 

settlement costs can prevent the growth of both domestic and cross-border 

securities markets. Lower transaction costs make the markets more appealing and 

have the ability to tempt foreign investors. This notion is important when examining 

cross-border settlement costs because only a handful of investors have the ability 

to open accounts directly with foreign custodians so that they are able to trade in 

that country’s domestic markets. Most investors open account with their local 

custodian who uses the foreign participants as intermediaries and therefore the 

settlement will happen cross-border. 

 

Liljeblom presents the effect of transaction costs to the liquidity premium 

(Valtiovarainministeriö, 2010, p. 61). Liquidity premium affects the yield demand of 

a security by increasing it. When a security becomes more liquid, it lowers the 

liquidity premium which results in higher prices of securities. Liljeblom presents a 

rough estimation how costs effect the share prices and concludes that in case the 
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transaction costs would decrease by 5 %, the overall increase of share prices would 

be 0.78%. Although the analysis on such effects requires multiple assumptions and 

can’t be constructed accurately, it shows how decreased transaction costs effect the 

share price. 

 

5.4 The choice of a custodian 

 

If omnibus accounts could be opened to the Finnish investors, an investor would 

first need to decide whether to keep their securities in a direct holding account or to 

move them to an omnibus account. Prior to making the decision, the investor should 

explore what type of services different custodians offer and what are the related 

fees. If an investor with an existing securities account is satisfied in the status quo, 

there is no need to make any rearrangements but the securities can be held as 

before. In case the investor wishes to move the securities to an omnibus account, 

the custodian transfers them from the direct holding account to an existing omnibus 

account. The omnibus account may be directly opened to the CSD or held through 

another custodian. Therefore, the holder of the securities who is registered to the 

company’s owner list, is not automatically the same custodian closest to the end-

investor. In either case, the end-investor in not shown on the CSD level. The chain 

of custodians may be long and the registered holder may not have any relation with 

the end-investor. (Valtiovarainministeriö, 2015c) 

 

The omnibus account structure makes it more difficult for the investor to handle their 

own account. The account is registered under the custodians’ name on the CSD 

level and this leads to difficulties when trying to change custodians. The investor 

cannot move the account to another operator without the contribution of their 

custodian. Direct holding accounts can be transferred from one custodian to another 

just by instructing only the receiving custodian. The receiver will thereafter transfer 

the account according to the instructions. Most custodians perform this service free-

of-charge, but are required to pay a CSD fee of 30 euros to Euroclear Finland 

(Euroclear Finland, 2015b). Transfer of securities from one custodian to another is 
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therefore a more difficult process when using multi-stage ownership chains than 

when dealing with direct holding accounts and results in more payable fees. 

 

According to the Ministry of Finance, CSDR does not oblige any party to offer free 

book-entry accounts to investors (Valtiovarainministeriö, 2015c). If and when the 

CSD competition is opened, there would no longer be a requirement for any CSD to 

offer custody services for free. Depending on the fee which Euroclear Finland would 

charge from account holders, all account holders should evaluate the expenses of 

their book-entry account and also which custodian would have the most cost-

efficient services for their needs. The cost of a book-entry account is not merely the 

safekeeping fee but an investor also needs to consider the trading fees that are 

related to the custody services. Some investors use other brokers than the one of 

their custodian. In this case the custodian usually collects a registering fee when the 

settlement of the trade takes place. The use of outside brokers may not be as 

inexpensive as sometimes thought. 

 

5.4.1 Customer perception 

 

As discussed earlier, the press regarding the matter of possibly opening omnibus 

accounts usage in Finland has been mostly negative and rare articles in the press 

have shown the matter in a positive light. Statements such as “one part of society is 

allowed to rob from a common treasury” (Talouselämä, 2015) and “a possibility to 

hide holdings” (Helsingin Sanomat, 2015c) affect the public perception and therefore 

have the ability to produce intense opinions on the matter. Not many people have 

stated in public that they see the renewal of the account structure as a positive 

matter, probably because they will be easily marked as ‘persons who accept criminal 

behavior and corruption in Finland’. There is no doubt that people who have only 

read the news coverage of the matter are effected in a certain way and probably 

see the possible renewal of legislation as a negative matter. Even statements that 

the legislation renewal would be ‘a great project by elite to hide their wealth and 

escape taxes’ have been made. 
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Because of the public perception on the matter, offering omnibus accounts to all 

investors may be difficult and unreasonable. As mentioned before, omnibus account 

structure may not be beneficial to all customers. Therefore custodians should not 

market the service to all customers but focus on those who conduct in a lot of trading 

or who can otherwise find it beneficial. 

 

5.4.2 Legal status of the securities owner 

 

The registered holder of the book-entry account is the legal owner of the securities. 

In case an omnibus account is used, the registered owner on the CSD level is the 

custodian. The analysis presumes that Finnish legislation is decreed so that a 

Finnish investor holding securities in a Finnish CSD does have the same rights to 

the shares than what is stated in the current legislation. This means that if an 

investor keeps their book-entry account as it is and does not move their holdings to 

an omnibus account, they will have the same legal status as the beneficial owner of 

the securities as before. In the case of having multi-stage ownership chain, the end-

investor may be many steps away from the registered holder, who is shown in the 

company’s ownership list. Whenever a company has an annual general meeting or 

wants to send other kind of invitations to their shareholders, the letters will be sent 

to the registered holder, who may have not any idea who is the end-owner of those 

securities. If the end-owner wants to participate a meeting, they have to register 

their ownership to a temporary ownership list (Pörssisäätiö, 2015). This request is 

done by the custodian, who has the up-to-date information and can prove the end-

owner’s rightful holdings. This kind of service can also be debited from the investors. 

According to the statistics, foreign ownership of Finnish securities was 46.59% at 

the end of January 2015 (Euroclear Finland, 2015c). No statistics show the number 

of foreign shareowners because of the previously explained complexity of the 

account structure. Nevertheless, all of these shareowners hold their securities in 

omnibus accounts and in case they want to participate in companies general annual 

meetings etc. they need to request their custodian to apply for their registering to a 

temporary ownership list. If also Finnish investors would have omnibus accounts 
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and this case would request the listing to a temporary ownership list, there would be 

more work to all parties involved. 

 

The legal status of holdings may bring problems to the investor in case a custodian 

in the omnibus account chain goes bankrupt. If the customer funds are held in an 

omnibus account, the legislation which is applied to the situation depends on the 

origin of the first tier custodian and it determines how legal ownership is defined. 

The custodians are obliged to keep their own assets separated from the customer 

assets in all situations. There has been some incidents even in Finland, when these 

regulations are not followed and funds have been pooled to a single account. For 

example the Financial Supervisory Authority gave a public notice to Ålandsbanken 

Abp in 2013, which had registered its customers’ book-entries to its own accounts 

instead of using settlement accounts (Finanssivalvonta, 2013b). Also JP Morgan 

Chase received a fine in the UK for not segregating their own funds from the 

customer funds sufficiently enough (Taloussanomat, 2010). These kind of actions 

are highly exceptional but sometimes take place. Generally client assets are 

carefully separated from own funds and in a result, the custodian risk can be 

avoided. Nevertheless, in case of custodian’s bankruptcy, customers may need to 

wait for a long period of time until they have access to their holdings in case omnibus 

accounts are used. This is usually not a result of misplaced assets but merely the 

situation because of complicated chains of custodians. But if the custodian keeps 

them accordingly separated from their own assets, the customer will not face 

custodian risk where they could lose their holdings for good. The separation 

requirements are registered to the law and therefore the customer holdings are not 

considered as a part of bankruptcy state in case the custodian goes bankrupt. 

 

In the Finnish securities system the registered holder of securities is the legal owner 

of them. And in case a Finnish custodian would go bankrupt, the securities of Finnish 

customers are not a part of bankruptcy estate because the legal ownership of the 

securities belongs to the customers’. An example of a foreign custodian’s 

bankruptcy is the collapse of Lehman Brothers, which happened in 2008. The 
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settling of the bankruptcy state has started and it is unclear when the owners of the 

state have been solved (Kauppalehti, 2014). Because Lehman Brothers used the 

omnibus account structure with their customers’ holdings, the settling of the 

bankruptcy state is time consuming and needs to be handled through the entire 

custody chain. However, the situation does not imply that the customers’ securities 

were not segregated from Lehman Brother’s own funds. In the meantime, the 

customers’ will not have access to their securities. In case the securities were kept 

in direct holding accounts, the settling of the bankruptcy state would have been 

much faster because all owners of the holdings are shown in the CSD level register. 

 

The omnibus account structure is already widely used in other countries than 

Finland. Also the majority of Finnish investors, who invest globally, use omnibus 

accounts with their global portfolios because they do not have the ability to open a 

direct holding account in every local bank to invest in that country’s securities 

markets. Therefore the fears of custodian’s bankruptcy when using accounts are 

relatively exaggerated (see Taloussanomat, 2015b) when considering that the 

system has been used for ages in other countries. It does affect customers because 

they need to evaluate which custodian they want to trust their holdings with and to 

determine if that custodian is operating so that the customer funds are adequately 

separated from their own funds. 

 

5.5 Transparency of holdings 

 

A major concern in the debate whether omnibus accounts should be opened to 

Finnish investors is the fact that end-investor information would no longer be 

available for everyone to examine. As explained earlier, the end-investor information 

can only be found on the last step in the custody chain and the information of the 

first tier custodian is registered to the company’s ownership list. This will result in 

deteriorated transparency of corporate owners. When discussing the matter of 

transparency and owner information, it is important to distinguish two separate 

matters. On the other hand the public and especially the press need information of 
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the ownership structure to make investment decisions and to reveal misuses of 

securities and the power that is associated with them. Another view on the matter is 

that the authorities need information of capital incomes from dividends and stock 

sales. These two matters should not be mixed because there are some excessive 

tools for the authorities that can be used to help them gain the required information. 

 

Currently the Finnish Securities Markets require Euroclear Finland to hold an up-to-

date list of all companies’ owners. In practice this means that whoever wants to 

know who are the owners of a certain company, can visit the Euroclear Finland 

premises in Helsinki and receive that information from their customer computer. 

There is no clarity of how the owner information is distributed in case of an omnibus 

account chains. The registered owners of all companies will no longer be found from 

one CSD’s accounts because one of the main goals of CSDR was to open the CSD 

competition. Therefore Finnish companies could issue their securities in which ever 

CSD they wanted. In addition, that particular CSD then may not have up-to-date 

information of the registered owners of the company, because the securities can be 

moved between CSD’s. Therefore the information may need to be gathered from 

various CSD’s systems, which in practice does not seem possible. 

 

There has been a lot of discussion of how the shareholder information can be kept 

public. The complexity of the securities markets does effect the matter. One 

suggestion from the Finnish legislation drafts is that the Finnish Patent and 

Registration Office will maintain a registry of all shareholders and the information to 

the registry will be collected with an inquiry-based procedure from the custodians 

(Valtiovarainministeriö, 2014e, p. 6). The information will then be up-to-date at all 

times. This inquiry can only be done from the systems of Finnish custodians and 

therefore all holdings that are kept through foreign custodians are invisible to the 

new registry. The registry will improve the visibility of shareholdings compared to 

the current situation, because the information can today be collected merely by 

physically visiting the Euroclear Finland premises. The new registry can be 

accessed through internet and does not require a physical visitation in any place. 
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The statements which are made by the government of the transparency of the new 

system are controversial. The Finnish Prime Minister Juha Sipilä has said that the 

new legislation’s starting point is to improve transparency and certainly not 

deteriorate it (Helsingin Sanomat, 2015d). With the current structure of the securities 

markets, it is hard to see how that can be done. In a simple example, if 100 Finnish 

investors own a certain company’s share, the company’s ownership list shows 100 

owners of the company. If one of those 100 investors moves their holdings to a 

foreign country and holds the securities through an omnibus account, that investor’s 

holdings will be shown as holdings of a custodian. So therefore the company’s 

ownership list will still show 100 names, but one of them is a custodian and does 

not reveal the end-investor who truly owns the shares. If the holdings are kept 

through a foreign bank, the bank is not obliged to disclose any investor information 

the same way as Finnish custodians are obliged to. Therefore the transparency of 

the Finnish Securities Markets will worsen if Finnish investors transfer their holdings 

to omnibus accounts. This statement was also made by Liljeblom in her report 

(Valtiovarainministeriö, 2010). 

 

In Sweden the investors are allowed to register their holdings on either direct holding 

accounts or through omnibus accounts. There CSD’s have an obligation to hold a 

list of securities holders. The list is updated at least four times a year. Intermediaries 

provide the information of securities holders to the CSD who then keeps the 

collected information in their premises. Not all holdings are registered to the list but 

only those who own more than 500 shares of one issuer’s securities. 

(Valtiovarainministeriö, 2010, p. 34) 

 

A question whether it is practical to keep all holdings public, is current. How large 

part of people are really interested  and willing to make an effort to find out if their 

neighbor owns a few stocks of a Finnish company? Or who visits the Euroclear 

Finland premises to find out all owners of a certain company before investing in it? 

Institutional investors may find the information relevant in case they wish to limit 

their ownership to a certain percentage of a company (Valtiovarainministeriö, 2010, 
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p. 60). Certainly the importance of holdings becomes greater in case of for example 

an exchange offering of a company’s shares. Then existing shareowners of a 

company should be interested of who are the owners of the company who can affect 

the overall result with their actions. Some suggestions of a new holdings registry 

have supported the idea to limit the visibility of holdings to 500 shares 

(Valtiovarainministeriö, 2014e, p. 6). This seems quite controversial, because the 

amounts of different sized companies in the Finnish stock exchange vary. For 

example Kone Plc has issued 449 190 560 shares (situation 14 October 2015) from 

which 500 shares is approximately 0.0001 percent and it equals a holding of market 

value 2 153 283 euros. On the other hand Kotipizza Group has issued 6 351 201 

(situation 14 October 2015) shares, from which 500 is approximately 0.008 percent 

and equals 245 465 euros in market value. Because of this, the 500 share limit is 

quite theoretical and does not respond to the needs of those who search information 

on securities holdings. The limit should therefore be re-evaluated and a reasonable 

solution needs to be found. 

 

Regardless of who is keeping the records of the registered holders of securities, the 

information will be incomplete. Because the amount of Finnish stocks that were kept 

in omnibus accounts was 46.59% of their total amount in January 2015 (Euroclear 

Finland, 2015c), it means that almost half of the holdings of Finnish companies is 

not public information. The current discussion in the press of the matter can seem 

quite hypocrite because the publicity of holdings is being proclaimed and at the 

same time there is no information of almost 50 percent of Finnish company owners.  

In case of an extreme example, it could mean that only one foreign investor holds 

nearly fifty percent of all stock-exchange listed Finnish companies. Because the 

percentage includes only foreign investors, it will definitely be higher in case also 

Finnish investors have the opportunity to use omnibus accounts. If a Finnish 

investor, large or small, wants to hold securities so that the information of the 

holdings is not public, it can be easily done by keeping the securities in an omnibus 

account. 
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5.5.1 “Hiding of holdings” 

 

Discussion has been heated on whether it is reasonable to allow investors to be 

invisible behind a chain of custody accounts. The problems arise especially from 

foreign custodians who do not have the tools to inform Finnish authorities about the 

trades or revenues of their Finnish customers. “Hiding” shareholdings behind a 

complicated chain of custodians might therefore be an issue that needs to be 

examined. For clarity, let’s consider an example of a Finnish investor, who strives 

to hide the 100.000 euro dividends they receive from a Finnish publicly listed 

company yearly. They transfer their holdings to a foreign custodian, who moves the 

shares to a book-entry account that has multiple customers’ shares. The account is 

registered on the custodians’ name. The custodian then registers the holdings of the 

Finnish customer to their own sub-bookkeeping. Whenever a custodian opens a 

new customership, they have the obligation of knowing their customer. The 

customer would then have to present an identity document and all sufficient 

information that the custodian demands. The custodian records information about 

the customer to their bookkeeping, which will also hold information of the customer’s 

home country for taxation purposes. If the customer tried to benefit from the situation 

that they will not be identified in Finland, they would have to provide false home 

country information to the custodian. It is also a possibility that the false home 

country is recorded from the custodian’s initiative. In that case the custodian 

deliberately offers to hide the customer’s true origin and provides information 

knowing that the tax agreement allows the customer to receive dividends without 

taxes. These kind of actions usually require the customer to invest notable amounts 

to local financial institutes (Vuorinen, 2015, p. 61). Either way, the custodian then 

has false information of the customer’s home country and at the time when the 

dividends are processed, the custodian provides that information through the chain 

of custodians. The custodian who holds the account at the CSD level then receives 

the dividends according to the taxation agreement (see Verohallinto, 2014b) 

between the registered country and Finland and pays them forward through the 

chain. For example a French investor pays no tax on Finnish dividends according 

to the taxation agreement in 2015 (Verohallinto, 2014b). 
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To utilise this kind of situation, the end-customer would have to possess detailed 

information of dividend payment procedures and taxation agreements in order to 

receive the dividends without tax. The investor’s local custodian then may not have 

the tools to disclose dividend information to Finnish authorities or keeps the 

customer relationship under high level of discretion and therefore does not provide 

dividend information to the alleged country’s tax authorities. As a result of this the 

customer does not pay any tax for their dividends. 

 

Countries, where investors move their capital in order to escape tax paying are 

referred as tax havens. These countries usually attract investors by issuing investors 

such habitual domicile certificates that witness they are residents of that country. 

The investors are then required to invest in financial institutions of that country in 

exchange of the certificate. The tax haven country does not collect income tax from 

its citizens and therefore these investors do not pay any tax of their capital gains. 

Also a typical character of a tax haven is that they do not disclose any investor 

information to other countries, but the information moves only one-way from other 

countries to tax havens. (Vuorinen, 2015, pp. 61-62) 

 

In Helsingin Sanomat webpage, where the latest model of omnibus account 

legislation was presented (see Helsingin Sanomat, 2015a), it raised more than 100 

comments within two days from the publication of the article. Most of the comments 

were concerned that if omnibus accounts are opened to Finnish investors, hiding 

holdings will be easy and many large-scale investors will seize the opportunity. The 

newspapers have instigated these concerns by provocative articles (see e.g. 

Helsingin Sanomat, 2015a, Helsingin Sanomat, 2015b and Talouselämä, 2014) 

which give the readers an uppermost image that omnibus accounts equal nothing 

more than hiding of holdings. Like Liljeblom (2010) stated in her study, there is no 

proof that investors would begin to furiously transfer their holdings to omnibus 

accounts if the opportunity is opened. Also when considering the fact that even 

though it would not be legal to transfer holdings to other countries, Finnish investors 

are able to do so. The evidence can be found from the case of Kai Mäkelä, who 
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owns a substantial part of Talentum’s shares through an omnibus account 

(Kauppalehti, 2015c). The topic became current when the media company Alma 

Media announced an offer to purchase the operations of another media company 

Talentum in October 2015. A Finnish investor Kai Mäkelä held 7,92 percent of 

Talentum’s shares according to the ownership lists but as it turned out, he had also 

holdings via omnibus accounts, that were not visible on the ownership list. His 

holdings equaled more than ten percent of Talentum’s shares and therefore he had 

the power to prevent the merger based on his extensive ownership of the company. 

(Helsingin Sanomat, 2015e). The case shows that even though omnibus accounts 

are not allowed for Finnish investors to use, there are ways how Finnish investors 

can already keep their securities through these accounts. The obvious question to 

ask is if Finnish investors have already been able to transfer their holdings to 

custodians who use omnibus accounts, why would they conduct in such act now 

and not before? 

 

5.5.2 The notification obligation 

 

There is a little reasoning of why anyone who wanted to utilise their shareholding 

rights such as voting in a general meeting of shareholders, would try to hide their 

holdings. The holdings will become public when the investor requests a registering 

to a temporary ownership list and for example authorities could inspect if that 

investor has paid any tax for investment incomes in the past. Also the notification 

obligation is a liability which investors must act upon. Whoever owns 5, 10, 15, 20, 

25, 33 or 50 percent of a listed company’s shares or voting rights is required to make 

an announcement to the company as well as to the Finnish Financial Supervisory 

Authority (Finanssivalvonta, 2013c).  

 

The notification obligation is in fact a very important aspect when discussing the 

transparency of shareholdings. It is obvious that there is no reason to believe why 

investors would be interested in shareholdings that constitute 0,000001 percent of 

all holdings of a certain company. Instead the interest is directed to those who have 
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the opportunities to influence the decision-making or some important corporate 

actions. As the previously explained case of a Finnish investor Kai Mäkelä shows, 

the notification obligation is important to fulfill so that the information of true owners 

of a company can be detected. The holdings that investors keep on omnibus 

account are not public and not visible on the companies’ owner registries. Even 

though an investor has some shares in an omnibus account, they are still obliged to 

make the notification obligation according to the given boundaries. Kai Mäkelä’s 

incident clearly shows how omnibus accounts reduce ownership transparency. If an 

investor fails to make the notification according to the changed holdings percentage 

in a company, the Financial Supervisory Authority can order a public remark or a 

penalty payment for that investor (Finanssivalvonta, 2015a). 

 

5.5.3 Insiders’ disclosures 

 

Insider information is regarded as information that is not public and therefore only 

available for certain parties. An example of this kind of information would be a plan 

to acquire another company or a future emission that has not yet been published. 

A typical feature for insider information is its ability to affect the value of a publicly 

traded security. It is forbidden to use this kind of information in securities trading 

because it has the ability to bring additional value to the insider in terms of 

changes in the value of the security. (Finanssivalvonta, 2015b) The regulation of 

insider trading is provided in the Securities Market Act chapter 12 (Finlex, 2012c).  

 

In Finland, all parties who possess insider information of a corporation, are obliged 

to disclose their holdings. The Financial Supervisory Authority (FSA) is responsible 

for supervising the insider information usage. Publicly traded companies are obliged 

to keep a record of insiders and their holding as well as any changes that occur in 

the holdings. (Finanssivalvonta, 2014). The omnibus account structure makes it 

more difficult for the FSA to supervise the actions done by insiders, because the 

information of the true owner of securities is not available on the CSD level of the 

account chain. However, the insiders are required to inform their holdings to the 
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listed company. A negligence of this obligation is punishable. In practice, publicly 

traded companies need to keep a list of the up-to-date holdings of their insiders. 

Account operators do not usually keep these records but there are other divisions 

inside a company that record the insider information. However, there may be new 

requirements for account operators to disclose information of the end-investors in 

case the omnibus account structure is introduced in the future.  

 

5.5.4 Possible changes in holdings’ disclosures 

 

Currently the owner information of companies is taken from Euroclear Finland’s 

central registry, which holds all Finnish owners as well as foreign omnibus account 

holders. The holdings are recorded in detail when it comes to Finnish investors. In 

the future, the holder of securities on the CSD level can be the custodian if the 

securities are held through an omnibus account. It is a possibility that the Finnish 

authorities impose account operators the requirement to disclose owner 

information differently than before if the new structure is allowed. Therefore the 

participant located closest to the end-investor would be the one to disclose owner 

information. The matter hasn’t been determined yet and therefore is somewhat 

difficult to evaluate. However, account operators should be aware of the fact that 

these kind of changes may occur in the future. 

 

5.6 Changes in corporate actions 

 

Whenever an investor owns shares through an omnibus account, it affects how 

corporate actions are executed. Corporate actions include revenue payments such 

as dividends and interests to cooperative capital as well as stock splits and reverse 

splits just to name a few examples. All corporate actions which have been performed 

to securities issued in Euroclear Finland, have a cohesive and concentrated 

procedure instructed by Euroclear. The participants have the opportunity to order 

corporate actions instructions via SWIFT-messages that move through interfaces to 
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account operators’ records. The actions are then processed forward to show the 

situation of the corporate action to the customer. For example a stock split 1:2 

means that a customer who owns one share of a company, will have two shares 

after the corporate action has been executed. 

 

The process of corporate actions does not differ between Finnish or foreign 

investors. If the shares are in a direct holding account, the corporate action will be 

done in CSD level as well as on the custodians sub-bookkeeping and the customer 

will see the new situation from an internet bank or other such interface after the 

corporate action has been executed. In case of an omnibus account, there are more 

layers of the accounts but the procedure remains similar. On CSD level the omnibus 

account, which may hold several end-investors shares will experience only one 

corporate action. The corporate action will also be done in custodians sub-

bookkeeping, and depending if the custodian has end-investors or not, the 

information may be forwarded to another custodian who executes the same 

procedure in their sub-bookkeeping. In either case the end-investors will see their 

changed situation after the corporate action. The corporate actions’ processing on 

CSD level is not so heavy when omnibus accounts are being used. The amount of 

transactions decrease as the amount of direct holding account decreases. The 

principle is the same as with trades, and the number of transaction costs decrease 

when using omnibus accounts. (Valtiovarainministeriö, 2010, p. 66) 

 

5.6.1 An example of corporate actions with omnibus accounts 

 

The previously presented book-entry account structure is regarded as the basis of 

corporate action handling for account operators. The suggestion of broadening 

omnibus account usage to asset managers’ customers is taken as an example. The 

account structure resembles the current account structure of a foreign custodian, 

who keeps all customers’ holdings in one omnibus account. The account operator 

does not see who the end-investors are and the situation would be the same when 

dealing with asset managers. All corporate actions are conducted in the omnibus 
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account and therefore there would be only one transaction on the CSD and on the 

account operator level for a single asset manager. The asset manager then 

performs the corporate action in their own sub-bookkeeping and forwards the 

information to the end-investors. The process adapts to the situation of a foreign 

custodian where all end-investor level registries are not visible to account operators. 

Figure 13 shows an image of the situation. On this example, a security is split in 

terms of 1:2, which means that one security turns to two when the corporate action 

is executed. The left hand side account shows the current situation with direct 

holding accounts. The middle account presents the situation with asset managers. 

On the CSD level there are 50 shares that turn into 100 shares according to the 

stock split. The information on the CSD and on the account operator level are exactly 

the same. Neither level shows the identity of the end-investor. Only asset manager’s 

sub-bookkeeping shows which end-investor held the securities and who receives 

the excess securities according to the stock split. 

 

 

Figure 13. An example of corporate actions with omnibus accounts 
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The situation on the other hand is slightly different if account operators would use 

the structure where customer holdings are kept in an omnibus account on the CSD 

level and the end-investors are direct customers of the account operator. The 

segregated custody accounts are kept in the account operator level and all holdings 

are registered on the CSD level in one or several omnibus accounts. The situation 

is illustrated in Figure 13 on the right hand side. The account operator must develop 

its systems in order for the corporate actions to function properly on their level. The 

SWIFT-messages may be hard to utilise because the information is different on the 

CSD and on the account operator levels. When securities are kept in a direct holding 

account, the information can be transferred via an interface to the account operators 

own system. The information is then exactly the same on the CSD and on the 

account operator level. But when there are more accounts on the account operator 

level versus the omnibus account on the CSD level, the interface does not 

understand the message and cannot transfer it between systems. The account 

operator may need an additional impulse feeding system to get the corporate 

actions in its own system. The reconciliation after the corporate action between the 

omnibus account on the CSD level and the segregated accounts on the account 

operator level is done by adding together the holdings on the account operator level 

and comparing that to the CSD level balance. This also requires the account 

operator to build a system that works properly. 

 

5.7 Changes in taxation procedures 

 

Investors, who receive capital gains are required to report their incomes to the tax 

authorities according to the Finnish law (Finlex, 1992). Many Finnish banks offer the 

service, where capital gains of the customers are directly sent to prefilled tax return 

according to the trades and yields the investor had during the previous tax year. 

This service is appreciated among investors because it can be extremely laborious 

to calculate all capital gains with the help of trade confirmations, not to mention 

possible corporate actions, such as splits that may have occurred during the time 

when the securities were held. Many foreign custodians are not able to provide this 
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service to investors because they do not have the adequate interfaces to the Finnish 

taxation authorities systems. Another reason for this shortage is the lack of desire 

to offer this kind of service to investors. Account operators on the other hand have 

an obligation to disclose all capital gain information to the tax authorities at the start 

of every year. The information is sent straight to the tax authorities without using 

middlemen. (Verohallinto, 2014c) 

 

A customer should keep in mind the issue of tax disclosure when choosing a 

custodian. It may be very important for some customers to have that service, 

especially if they are not professional investors who have adequate tools to calculate 

the capital gains. In general foreign operators do not disclose information to taxation 

authorities. The information quality can also vary between the custodians. In case 

the information is incomplete or incorrect, the investor needs to correct it and inform 

the taxation authorities or alternatively the custodian who then forwards the 

corrected information to the authorities.  

 

The Finnish legislation drafts do not provide a clear picture of how tax disclosures 

should be practically done, in case the omnibus accounts can be utilised. Currently 

the tax disclosures are done with files, and sent directly to the taxation authorities 

who adapt the information into their systems. The most logical way is to take the 

information from the level that holds end-customer information. For example in the 

case of asset manager customers, the information should be disclosed from the 

asset manager’s sub-bookkeeping and in case of direct customers of an account 

operator, from the account operator’s system. The end-investor level holds the 

relevant information of all customer corporate actions including omnibus account 

customers. Therefore the same service of disclosure to the prefilled tax return may 

be given to also omnibus account customers. 

 

There is a possibility that the dividend payments would change from net based to 

gross based in the future (Valtiovarainministeriö, 2002, p. 69). Currently the 

company paying the dividend withholds taxes according to the information given by 
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the account operator. The company is responsible for paying the tax to the 

authorities. Account operators receive only the net amount of dividends and pay 

them forward to their customers. For example interest paying securities are already 

handled with gross-basis where the account operator receives a gross amount of 

interests and withholds taxes which they credit to the taxation authorities. If also 

dividends will change to be paid on gross-basis, account operators’ could utilise 

their process of interest paying securities. 

 

Account operators have a clear advantage when compared to foreign custodians 

because they report the yields and capital gains straight to the taxation authorities 

(Valtiovarainministeriö, 2015d, p. 8). This is a competitive advantage that they 

should keep in mind when assessing how they will present omnibus accounts to 

their customers. Account operators’ also have the ability to disclose information to 

the taxation authorities in those cases when the customer keeps securities in an 

omnibus account and is the end-customer of that account operator. According to the 

examples presented previously the account operator will keep the end-investor 

information in their own custody system and all disclosures to the taxation 

authorities should be therefore forwarded from that system. Also critique towards 

the omnibus account structure argues that it helps investors to avoid taxes because 

the custodian may not be able to disclose the capital income information to the 

taxation authorities as before. The previously presented example of the omnibus 

account structure demonstrates that even when using omnibus accounts, account 

operators are able to disclose the information to the authorities. This is also an 

advantage compared to the other market participants who may not have the 

adequate tools for this. 

 

5.7.1 The issue of tax avoidance 

 

Tax avoidance, which can be seen as a radical form of tax planning, is illegal in 

Finland (Finlex, 1995). Planning becomes illegal when a taxpayer uses actions, 

which are not adequate by law, to prevent from paying taxes (Verohallinto, 2014d). 
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Hiding the holdings of a Finnish company is tax avoidance when the proper 

disclosures are not made to the authorities. Tax avoidance has legal sanctions 

which can be fines or suspended sentence (Talouselämä, 2008). 

 

The significance of the issue lies behind the possibility that Finnish investors do not 

disclose their capital income information properly to the taxation authorities and 

therefore conduct in tax avoidance. Auvinen (2008) studied how large part of Finnish 

customers of remote brokers fail to inform their capital incomes to the Finnish 

taxation authorities. Although some of the remote broker trades are informed to the 

taxation authorities, a major part of the trades remain hidden. Because of the 

uncertain legal situation, where it is unclear if Finnish investors are allowed to hold 

Finnish securities in other than direct holding accounts, it is no wonder that investors 

are not willing to notify this information to the authorities. According to the survey, 

the maximum deprivation of tax to the Finnish government was 95 million euros 

because of such behavior in 2005. According to the estimate that is derived from 

Auvinen’s survey, the deprivation of tax could be up to 410 million euros in 2008 

and 230 million euros in 2009 (Eduskunnan tarkastusvaliokunta, 2010, pp. 270-

271). Although there are no estimates of more current numbers, one can presume 

that the deprivation of tax increases as the trading in the Finnish Securities Markets 

increases. The analysis that Auvinen has made on the securities capital income, 

that is “hidden” from tax authorities shows that Finnish investors already have 

applicable ways to pursuit tax avoidance. Although the temptation of not paying 

taxes on capital incomes might become greater when the omnibus account usage 

is opened, a major increase in tax avoiding investors is hard to see.  

 

A noticeable concern in the discussion of omnibus accounts in the press has been 

the tax avoidance perspective (see e.g. Helsingin Sanomat, 2015d and 

Talouselämä, 2015). Many parties believe that omnibus accounts increase tax 

avoidance because the authorities are not informed of the capital gains and 

dividends that investors who utilise omnibus accounts may receive. Although it may 

seem that the use of omnibus accounts cannot be monitored properly to ensure tax 
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payments, there are ways how Finnish taxation authorities can gain information on 

investors, who hold their securities in omnibus accounts. The information can be 

obtained even if the investors do not disclose the information as required. Taxation 

authorities can pursuit to prevent tax avoidance with the help of contracts to 

exchange information between countries. Many countries have recognized the need 

for collaboration to make sure they receive the taxes they are entitled to.  

 

An example of tax disclosures across country borders is the demand from the 

Internal Revenue Service (IRS) of United States. IRS requires all countries to 

provide them information on the transactions made by citizens or companies that 

have imminent connections to the United States. This commitment between 

countries is the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (FATCA). United States is not 

the only country who requires this information, but also other countries are 

collaborating widely against tax avoidance issues. Customers who try to hide their 

origin behind another country’s citizenship, must pay taxes to that country if the 

information exchange contract holds. For example in FATCA, if a custodian is 

unwilling to inform the citizenship of a customer who receives capital gains from the 

United States, they are obliged to collect a 30 percent tax from the customer. 

(Verohallinto, 2013). Therefore when countries use these contracts as a way to 

prevent tax avoidance, the possibility of getting caught when avoiding taxes 

increases. The information cannot currently be received from tax havens, so 

whenever an investor keeps their securities in a tax haven, the possibilities to tax 

that investor’s capital gains are very limited. 

 

FATCA has affected tax disclosures also more broadly than only with US citizens. 

The contracts were expanded to a multilateral information exchange where all 

participants will receive information on their citizens’ capital gains automatically. The 

standard driving this project was regulated by the Organisation for Economic 

Cooperation and Development (OECD) in February 2014. The contract of 

information exchange is being implemented broadly in 2017 and if used correctly, it 

can result in higher tax gains to all countries involved. (Vuorinen, 2015, pp. 43-48) 
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Some countries have already conducted in automated information exchange. 

According to an OECD’s survey from 2012, there are substantial benefits which can 

be drawn from the automated information exchange between countries. OECD 

introduced data from Norway, which shows that 38.7% of the capital gains paid to 

Norwegian citizens to foreign countries were not disclosed to the Norwegian taxation 

authorities. These taxable revenues would not have been transparent to the 

authorities if the information would not have been received through the automatic 

system. The same data was gathered from Denmark, where the percentage was 

40. Not only does the system produce information to the taxation authorities, it also 

impacts the investor behavior. When investors are educated of the amount of 

information that taxation authorities exchange with each other, they may be more 

willing to self-imposed disclose the information in fear or receiving fines or other 

sanctions. Also because the information exchange happens automatically and not 

by request-only, there are more possibilities to reveal investors who have not 

disclosed their capital gains as demanded. The taxation authorities may not even 

suspect this behavior from the investors but they are revealed regardless. 

(Vuorinen, 2015, pp. 48-49) 

 

Because of the new extended collaboration between countries in order to fight tax 

avoidance, also Finnish banks will have new obligations to disclose certain 

information about their customers. There is a clear need for custodians to know their 

customers even better and banks ask their customers more detailed information 

than before with different kind of forms and questionnaires. Because more 

information needs to be disclosed to Finnish authorities who then gather the 

information and forward it to other countries, banks need to enhance their IT 

systems to be able to collect all required information. The collaboration of the 

taxation authorities is striving to build efficient tools against fighting tax avoidance.  
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5.7.2 Taxation of foreign yields 

 

When foreign yields, such as dividends or interests are paid, the taxation of those 

yields is done in the country of origin. Most countries use a practice where an 

investor applies the excess part of the withheld taxes back after receiving the yield. 

The country of payer’s origin withholds a certain percent of taxes from foreign 

investors. If that percentage is higher than the tax according to the tax agreement 

between the payer’s country and the home country of the investor, the investor can 

apply a refund of the excess taxes from the payer’s country’s taxation authorities. 

The taxation agreement between the country of yield payer’s origin and the country 

of the investor defines the ultimate tax which the investor is obliged to pay. 

 

The application process requires the foreign investors to prove their nationality in 

order to receive the excess taxes that were withheld from them. The procedure 

requires the claimant to prove their nationality with a testimony from the national 

taxation authority. For example a Finnish investor must request a paper testimony 

from the Finnish taxation authorities that proves they pay taxes to Finland and send 

the testimony with the related application to the taxation authorities of the country 

that withheld the tax. In case of tax havens, the testimony may be forged and 

therefore the taxation may not happen correctly. Some custodians offer a service 

for their customers where they apply the taxes on behalf of the customer. The 

procedure can be regarded as time consuming and costly and is usually not 

conducted if the taxes are small.  

 

In general, the taxation aspect should be taken into consideration when using 

omnibus accounts, because the securities can be held in any CSD’s records that 

has appropriate links with the issuer-CSD. A Finnish investor would then be able to 

keep their Finnish securities in a CSD located in Germany and therefore should to 

be aware of the procedures in terms of taxation. 
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5.8 Summary of the presented costs and benefits 

 

This section presented the costs and benefits that are applicable for Finnish 

investors and account operators in case the omnibus accounts are allowed for all 

investors in Finland. Omnibus accounts will increase competition on all participant 

levels because it opens more possibilities for operators’ services. According to the 

existing literature, the costs of settlement will decrease in theory when omnibus 

accounts are utilized when comparing to costs of settlement through direct holding 

accounts. 

 

The transparency of owners is a major issue when dealing with omnibus accounts 

and it will have effects on both investors and account operators. Investors may 

encounter situations where the list of company’s owners is incomplete because 

the end-investors are not shown on the list but instead there registered owner is 

their custodian. However, almost fifty percent of Finnish companies are even 

currently owned through omnibus accounts. Therefore the situation may not truly 

influence investors when making their investment decisions. Also some more 

practical changes of omnibus accounts are a new account structure and changes 

in corporate actions as well as in taxation process. 

 

 

6 CONCLUSION 

 

 

The aim of this study was to make an assessment of what kind of costs and benefits 

account operators and investors face if omnibus accounts would be introduced to 

the Finnish Securities Markets. According to the analysis presented previously, 

there are a number of costs and benefits for both parties. Increased competition will 

be the most distinct advantage for investors, because it can lead to reduced prices 
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of custody and settlement of securities. Competition will also bring up more 

possibilities for separate investor groups. The customers who benefit most are 

large-scale investors such as institutional investors who conduct in a lot of trading. 

The cost benefits can be drawn from trading volumes and therefore investors, 

whose trading volume is low, won’t be able to benefit from the situation. The 

disadvantage for investors when utilising omnibus accounts is that they may not be 

regarded as the legal securities owner. However, this matter needs to be determined 

through the legislation if omnibus accounts are allowed for Finnish investors. Also 

the transparency of holdings and therefore the information of company owners will 

worsen. 

 

The benefits for account operators can be drawn from the lighter structure of book-

entry accounts that demands less transactions between accounts on the CSD level. 

The structure can lower the market participants’ settlement costs. Many studies 

show the effect of omnibus accounts on settlement costs but regardless it is difficult 

to implement the effects in practice. Theoretically, the costs of settlement when 

using omnibus accounts are lower when compared to direct holding accounts, 

because of less transactions on the CSD level. A characteristic feature of the 

omnibus account structure is that there are multiple levels of custodians which 

indicates that the possible cost reductions are divided between all parties. Therefore 

account operators may benefit from the cost reductions only if the CSD level costs 

are low enough to enable the situation. 

 

Omnibus account structure also helps to offer customers more customized services 

according to the needs they have. All market participants would be required to 

examine their pricing and some to reduce tariffs due to the increased competition. 

An interesting aspect is the question if other CSD’s will enter the Finnish Securities 

Markets so that the competition benefits are extended to CSD level as well. If other 

participants do not enter the markets, cost reductions may not be visible for any 

account operators or investors because they will be compensated by higher tariffs 

on CSD level. However, an important aspect to realise is that most of the effects, 
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such as cost reductions and changes in taxation will only become apparent if the 

omnibus account structure is utilized. If market participants don’t utilise the structure 

and continue their operations as before, the benefits won’t be visible for anyone in 

the markets. 

 

However, if the omnibus account structure is opened for usage in Finland, account 

operators should evaluate how it would be most beneficial in terms of their 

operations. This evaluation is important when account operators consider how they 

should utilise the omnibus accounts and what kind of model they should implement. 

The situation may be such that all customers’ holdings are not reasonable to pool in 

one account but instead other issues should be taken into account. One of these 

issues may be how taxation of yields of omnibus account customers are processed. 

It is important that account operators’ do not begin to build a hasty structure for the 

use of omnibus accounts but evaluate first what kind of benefits they can obtain 

from this changed situation. All account operators should also estimate their account 

operator status and determine if it is reasonable to keep. 

 

The benefits that can be drawn from omnibus accounts are applicable only if 

customers are willing to use the new structure. No account operator can move their 

customer assets to omnibus accounts unless their customers agree on the change. 

Market participants should first determine if the benefits that can be drawn from the 

new structure are adequate compared to the respective development costs. The 

investors can be channeled into using the suitable accounts by pricing of 

safekeeping and settlement. The cost estimates from literature show that when 

trading is conducted with the use of omnibus accounts, there are significant 

reductions of settlement costs that can benefit the counterparties. All parties need 

to evaluate their own development costs so that they can calculate what the true 

benefits of omnibus account structure are. The situation can be such that it is not 

beneficial for account operators to introduce omnibus accounts to their customers 

but to continue as before with direct holding accounts. 
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A limitation of this study is that if the omnibus account structure is never allowed for 

all investors in Finland, the results of this study cannot be implemented. Additionally 

this study does not take into account any other market participants than investors 

and account operators. The results of the study therefore do not discuss the impact 

on other participants. There are also a number of other unclear changes that can 

result from the use of omnibus accounts. Account operators may be required to 

disclose securities holdings through different channels or to provide information to 

the taxation authorities in different ways than today. If account operators are able to 

implement the future changes in their operations, they have the opportunities to 

improve their status as a service provider and find possible competitive advantages 

over their competitors. 

 

The implications of this study are helpful to any Finnish investor who seeks to 

understand omnibus accounts with more depth and to comprehend the changes that 

they might face if the structure is allowed in Finland. The study is also beneficial for 

Finnish account operators because it shows what kind of matters need to be taken 

into consideration with omnibus accounts. The results can also benefit foreign 

operators in determining their possibilities to enter the Finnish Securities Markets. 

 

A future research idea regarding omnibus accounts would be to investigate how 

allowing all market participants to use omnibus accounts in Finnish Securities 

Markets has effected the account structure in Finland. How large part of investors 

have moved their securities to omnibus accounts and what were the reasons of 

them doing so? Another interesting prospect would also be to extend the study of 

Olli Auvinen to investigate how omnibus account usage has effected remote broker 

trading and has there been any distinct changes of disclosures to Finnish taxation 

authorities? And also if any conclusions can be made on possible impact on tax 

avoidance? All of these future research ideas require first the implementation of 

omnibus accounts in Finland. 
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What needs to be understood is that regardless of the public’s perception towards 

the matter, utilising omnibus accounts is merely a normal action to optimise 

operations according to market practices in other countries. Therefore many of the 

processes will remain the same even after omnibus accounts are introduced to 

Finnish markets. The change will not be imperative but all participants can choose 

how they implement omnibus accounts to their operations. In case a customer does 

not want to utilise the use of omnibus accounts, the change may not even be truly 

visible for them. 
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